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MSU W ebmaster is
P la in tiff in Landmark
Gay M arriage Ruling
Shayna Jacobs

News Editor

Shayna Jacobs I The Montclarlon

Congressmen Pascrell and Murtha (above) spoke on such hot-button election issues as the war in Iraq,
migrant workers and voter apathy.

N J. Congressmen Speak
on Iraq War in SC Ballroom
D avid Clarke

Staff Writer

Congressman Bill Pascrell (D)
of New Jersey’s eighth district and
Congressman John M urtha (D) of
Pennsylvania’s 12th district spoke
in the. Student Center Ballroom on
Monday Oct. 23,2006.
Pascrell and M urtha, both run
ning for re-election in November,
spoke prim arily of the war in Iraq.
Although both supported the 2002

resolution giving President Bush
the authority to occupy Iraq, they
have since opposed the Iraq war.
Pascrell said, “We voted for the
resolution, giving Bush the benefit
of the doubt.”
He went on to say he regrets the
decision.
“We sent inadequate forces ...
troops with inadequate equipment
... [and] no exit strategy,” said
Pascrell.
During the speech, two unknown

audience members interrupted.
The first yelled out “Lies, lies, lies.”
A few minutes later, a second dis
sented, yelling, “You’re the enemy
within. Lies, lies.”
The second interruption caused
the audience to laugh and Pascrell
to say, “They’re allowed to speak
out. They’re ju st behind on the
times.”
Later, Pascrell continued on
SEE ‘CONGRESSMEN’ P. 5

Fiscal Budget Dominates
N J. S tate Senate Election
Chantal G abel

Assistant News Editor

courtesy of umaine.edu

Important issues, such as educatiional tax cuts, should motivate
student voters to .send in ballots.

With senate elections coming
Nov. 7, it’s im portant th at col
lege students who anticipate vot
ing are properly informed of each
candidate’s chance to benefit, or
impair, the state of New Jersey. In
preparation for election day, The
Montclarion has gathered informa
tion to make certain th at MSU
students have all the knowledge

they need to make the best decision
for their home state.
The candidates running for
Senate are Robert Menendez, who
was appointed by Governor Jon
Corzine to hold the U.S. Senate
seat after being sworn in for gov
ernor, and Thomas Kean Jr., son of
former Governor Thomas Kean.
Democrat Menendez is a seventerm Congressman from Union

Cindy Meneghin is an MSU
staff member and mother of two.
When she goes home to her son
Josh, 14, and daughter Sarah, 12,
she checks their m ath homework,
roasts chicken for dinner, then runs
to Richard Butler School in Butler
to make basketball practice and
yearbook meeting pick-ups. She’s
active in her Episcopal church and
makes apple crisp for PTA meet
ings as an involved class mom.
M aureen Kilian is her partner,
family, support and former high
school sweetheart. With their kids
at their side, Meneghin and Kilian,
together 32 years, were plaintiffs in
the widely-recognized New Jersey
Supreme Court case Lewis v.
Harris, an Oct. 25 high-court deci
sion establishing equal m arriage
rights for homosexual couples.
A pioneer in the fight for homo
sexual m arriage rights in New
Jersey, Meneghin said, “Separate
but equal is not equal,” addressing
the idea th at it’s up to the state to
decide if the equal rights promise
in the decision would mean th at
homosexuals could be m arried in
the traditional sense or if a civil
or Same-sex union would be the
outcome.
The Supreme Court ruled th at
homosexuals are entitled to the
same m arriage rights as het
erosexuals. They gave the state
legislature 180 days to pass new
legislation defining and outlining
gay m arriage or to amend present
legislation. Meneghin and Kilian
are one of the seven plaintiffs in the

case.
“The plaintiffs are from all over
the state and have different experi
ences, the way all New Jerseyans
have different experiences,” said
Meneghin.
According to the website of
Lambda Legal, the organization
representing the plaintiffs, three
of the five female couples in the
suit have children. Plaintiffs Mark
Lewis, 46, and Dennis Winslow,
56, of Union City, are Episcopalian
pastors and 15-year partners.
Meneghin, considers the court’s
decision a partial success, given the
pending legal establishment of the
rights.

“To not be given
marriage means we
are still being told
we are not equal;
we are less. A civil
union is not equal,
it’s separate.”
Cindy M eneghin

Director of Web Services

“While we were heartened by
the decision, we all had to take
another deep sigh,” said Meneghin.
“To not be given m arriage means
we are still being told we are not
equal; we are less. A civil union is
not equal, it’s separate.”
SEE ‘MARRIAGE’ P. 5

SEE ‘ELECTION’ P. 6

Coccia Institute Hosts Conference in D.C.
D iana Salam eli

Assistant Feature Editor

The Coccia In stitu te of
Montclair State University spon
sored students from the univer
sity to attend the National Italian
American Foundation convention
in Washington, D.C. on Oct. 19 and
20.
Five students attended the conFeature: 8

vention w ith M ontclair’s - Italian
club, Amid, and joined the 98 other
college students from New Jersey
who attended the convention.
The convention, which took
place at the Hilton Washington and
Towers, was a two-day conference
including events th at highlighted
how the Italian culture has stayed
alive in America. A Piazza d’ltalia
was set up throughout the convenA rts a n d Entertainm ent: 13

tion. At the piazza, restaurants,
wineries and other Italian busi
nesses set up tables and shared
their culture with attendees of the
convention. Gelatti stands, pasta
stations and wine tastings were
taking place all throughout this
event.
Frankie Valli and the Four
SEE ‘COCCIA’ P. 4

O p in io n : 17

courtesy of the ,__ ___

Cindy Meneghin (right), head of MSU Web Services, and partner
Maureen Kilian were one of seven plaintiff couples in the fight for gay
marriage to be legally recognized in the state of New Jersey.
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MSU Campus Calendar
THURSDAY, 2
C1C: MC Battles, SC Ratt,
6 p.m.
Suicide Prevention &
Awareness Program, SC
Ballroom A, 1 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

www.them0ntclarion.org

NEWS

MONDAY, 6
Mindfulness Meditation, DropIn Center, 1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
Eating & Body Image, Drop-In
Center, 3 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

A d v e r tis in g

SGA Notes
- UAASO appropria
tions passed
- SG A statute change
passed
- Financial Management
appropriations tabled

Money Mondays, SC 419, 8 p.m.
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UAASO: Game Fair, SC Dining
Rm, 7 p.m.
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Rock Show, SC Ratt, 6 p.m.

WWE: “Cyber Sunday,” SC
. Ratt, 8 p.m.
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Election Day

Have A Great Weekend!
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Career Fair for Students &
Alumni, SC Ballrooms,
3 p.m. - 7 p.m.
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SATURDAY, 4

SUNDAY, 5

O r g a n iz a t io n s
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Conversation Cafe, Drop-In
Center, 4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
MSU Chamber Music with
David Witten, Pianist, Kasser
Theaeter, 7:30 p.m.
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M e a s u re m e n ts ,

'

MSU Symphony Orchestra,
Kasser Theater, 7:30 p.m.

B u s in e s s e s

M e a s u re m e n ts

FRIDAY, 3
Alexander Calder Wall
Hangings, Art Gallery,
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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DEADLINES:The deadline for all advertisements is MONDAYat 12NOONof the
week of publication. Ads delivered after deadline are subject to rejection.
The Montdarion reserves all rights, including the right to refuse advertisements due to

Japan Club: Anime Night, SC
Commuter Lng, 8 p.m.

innapropriate content Ail decesions regarding pricing, policy and content are final.

For more info, go to www.HieMontClaiion.oFg, or call 973-655-5237
**Color ads are subject to availability, and are sold on a “first-come, first-served basis”.

The Police
Report:
Students Get Summonses fo r
Drinking Under Legal Age
10/10/06 - University Police responded to
the Red Hawk Parking Deck on a report
that a male had damaged the exit gate
arm to the deck. The suspect observed
damaging the gate arm by Imperial
Parking was identified as Jeffrey Feder.
Criminal charges are pending.
10/26/06 - A student reported the theft
of their laptop computer while located at
University Hall.
10/26/06 - A student reported finding his
pair of jeans damaged while located in
Panzer Gym. An unknown person wrote
offensive language on the jeans with a
silver marker.
10/26/06 - Students Jose Torres, Michael
Ponce, Eduardo Cardenas and Cristian
Valencia were issued summonses for
drinking while under the legal age. They
are to appear in Clifton Municipal Court.
10/27/06 - Students Nicholas Avinone and
Michael Carrado were issued summonses
for drinking under the legal age. They are
to appear in Clifton Municipal Court.
10/27/06 - Students Robert Harvey,
Terrence (last name unknown), Erika
Sulich, Kimberly Chiesa, Emily McDonald,
Mario Licata and Joseph Malaro were
issued summones for drinking under the
legal age. They are to appear at Little
Falls Municipal Court.
10/27/06 - A student reported finding
obscene written words located on the
door of her dorm in Blanton Hall.

Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.

MIDDLESEX - A prominent
dermatologist with a successful
practice in East Brunswick sur
rendered to Middlesex County
authorities this morning to face
a charge of failing to pay nearly
$2.2 million in child support
payments.
Sandy M ilgraum surren
dered to the county sheriffs
office in New Brunswick after
authorities contacted him, say
ing he was wanted on a w arrant
accusing him of failing to make
payments to his seven children
during the p ast 10 years.

Officials in the Middlesex
County Family Court declined
to discuss the case and would
not say why the amount grew to
more than $2 million before they
issued the arrest w arrant.
JERSEY CITY - Tempers flared
on M yrtle Avenue Tuesday
night when a Halloween egging
sparked a street brawl, leav
ing a man bleeding from the
head after being pistol-whipped,
Jersey City police said.
The 19-year-old man said he
was on his way to visit his girl-

National News
WASHINGTON - Sen. John
K erry apologized Wednesday
for a “poorly stated joke,” which
the M assachusetts senator says
was aimed at the President but
was widely perceived as a slam
on U.S. troops.
“I sincerely regret th at my
words were m isinterpreted to
wrongly imply anything nega
tive about those in uniform, and
I personally apologize to any
service member, family member
or American who was offended,”
he said in a w ritten statem ent.
Kerry made the comment
Monday to students a t Pasadena
City College in California.

BAYONNE - The Bayonne Board
of Education voted yesterday to
pay $330,000 to settle a lawsuit
with a former student who had
sex with his former high school
guidance counselor.
Under term s of the settle
ment, the school board will pay
$80,000,- and its insurance car
rier, New Jersey School Boards
Association Insurance Group,
will pick up the balance of
$250,000.
Legal fees are included as
p art of the settlement, board
attorney Ken Hampton said.

Wagner said. He said a search
later found five more victims
and more could still be in the
rubble of the historic hotel.

his daughter’s clitoris in his
family’s Atlanta-area apartm ent
in 2001. The child’s mother,
Fortunate Adem, said she did
not discover it until more than a
year later.
Mr. Adem could have been
sentenced to up to 40 years in
prison.
During her father’s trial, the
girl, now 7, clutched a teddy
bear as she testified on video
tape th at her father “cut me on
my private part.” He said he
grew up in Addis Ababa, the
capital of Ethiopia, and consid
ers the practice more prevalent
in ru ral areas.

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL

He said: “You know, education
— if you make the most of it,
you study hard and you do your
homework and you make an
effort to be sm art —you can do
well.”
RENO, NV - A woman was
arrested Wednesday on arson
and murder charges after a fire
swept through a three-story
hotel in Reno’s downtown casino
district, killing six people and
injuring dozens of others.
The first victim was found
about 90 minutes after thé fire
was reported, shortly after 10
p.m. Tuesday, Fire Chief Paul

International News
BOGOTA* COLOMBIA Hundreds of leftist rebels bom
barded a remote police station
with m akeshift m ortars during
a pre-dawn attack in northern
Colombia Wednesday, killing
at least 16 officers, authorities
said.
The six-hour assault in the
village ofTierradentro, 230miles
northwest of Bogota, was the
bloodiest since President Alvaro
Uribe was re-elected in May in a
landslide th at endorsed his gettough policy with the rebels.
At least 10 police officers

friend when a m an standing in
front of the building next door
threw an egg at her building,
reports said.
A large fight then broke out
and, while attem pting to break
it up, the man was struck in the
back of his head by a handgun,
reports said.
His assailant ran east on
Myrtle towards M artin Luther
King Drive, police said.
The injured m an was taken
to the Jersey City Medical
Center for treatm ent of a small
cut on his head, reports said.

LAWRENCEVILLE, GA - An
Ethiopian im migrant was con
victed Wednesday of the geni
tal mutilation of his 2-year-old
daughter and was sentenced to
10 years in prison in what was
believed to be the first such
crim inal case in the United
States.
Khalid Adem, 30, was found
guilty of aggravated battery and
cruelty to children. Prosecutors
said he used scissors to remove

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL

were missing and four civilians
wounded, said Jairo Lopez, the
top security official for Cordoba
state, where the attack occurred.
He said about 450 guerrillas
took p art in the attack.
A uthorities blamed the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia, better known as the
FARC.
JERUSALEM - Israel said it
will continue m ilitary opera
tions it launched in Palestiniancontrolled Gaza after a night of
ground and aerial assaults.

Israel
Defense
Forces
said an Israeli soldier and 10
Palestinians were killed in the
operation, although Palestinian
sources said six Palestinians
were killed and 50 wounded in
the fighting in the northern bor
der village of Beit Hanoun.
The clashes erupted in an
area Palestinian m ilitants have
been using to launch rockets
into Israel, an IDF spokesman
said, “on almost a daily basis.”
MOMBASA, KENYA - Ten
Somali pirates who were cap-

tured by the U.S. Navy after
hijacking a ship off their coun
try’s lawless coast were sen
tenced Wednesday to seven
years in prison each.
The men could have received
life sentences for seizing the
Indian-based vessel, the Safina
A1 Bisaarat, in January.
Piracy is common off the
coast of Somalia, which has no
effective government of its own
to respond. The Horn of African
nation has been in chaos since
warlords overthrew a dictator in
1991 and turned on each other.

www.themontclarion.org
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Stop Kiss Addresses Hate Crime Issues
D ouglas M cIntyre

Chief Copy Editor

This weekend, Players will present Diana
Son’s Stop Kiss, a play concerned with gayrelated hate crimes. The play debuts tonight
at 8 p.m. and will be shown at the same time
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, along with a
matinee on Saturday at 1 p.m.
Stop Kiss centers on the story between
Callie, a New York native, and Sara, a new
comer to the Big Apple, who meet as a result
of a string of friends at the beginning of the
play. The two women develop a strong friend
ship th at turns into love, but during their
first kiss, they are attacked, landing Sara in
the hospital.
The plot focuses not only on the hate
crime itself, but also on the development of
the relationship between the two women,
both of whom only had relationships with
men before their own began.
“People ask me what it’s about,” said
sophomore theatre studies major Stephanie
Golda. “I tell them it’s a love story before I
tell them who is in it.” Golda is part of the
running crew on the show, the people who
help with set and costume changes backstage.
Son, the play’s author, says th at is what
her play is about. In the July/August 1999
issue of American Theatre, she is quoted as
saying, “I would never personally say, ‘This is
a play about homophobia. This is a play about
gay bashing...’ I would describe the play as a
love story.”
But Emma Thompson, senior BFA produc
tion design major, thinks th at the point of the
play is that it is a civil rights play. “Not only
is the play about gay rights, which is the first
thing th at hits you, but it is really about civil
rights and equality in general,” she said.

Peter Schaus I The Montclarlon

Callie (Raisa Noelle) poses in front of a m irror before a date with Sara during a scene in
Players’ fall drama Stop Kiss.

Thompson was the person who brought the
idea to Players. She said she fell in love with
the show when she saw it at a theatre depart
ment night of directing shows. She brought
the idea to Players last year.
According to Thompson, Players picked
this first for their shows this semester last
May because they wanted to do a shorter
dram a th at carried a message.
“I think this message is incredibly impor
tan t to get out to the campus, especially a
campus as liberal as ours is,” said junior biol
ogy major Angela Bowne. “When a good pop
ulation of your campus is gay, there should be
events like this th at reflect th at community.”
Bowne is the head of public relations for
SPECTRUMS, Montclair State University’s
gay/straight alliance.
Will Eddy, a theatre graduate student,
was selected as the director for Stop Kiss. He
contacted Players last year with his interest
in directing one of their shows. They needed
someone in a hurry for this show.
The stage set-up, which hasn’t changed
since the Players musical last semester, helps
ease the challenging transitions, Eddy said.
Every piece of furniture required remains on
stage for the entire show.
Sophomore theatre studies major Raisa
Noelle, who plays the lead, Callie, also finds
the play challenging. “It’s a little bit of a
stretch for me,” she said. “All the scenes are
so different. One second you’re happy, one
second everything goes downhill.”
Despite the challenge, Noelle is excited to
be performing in the play. “It’s still an uplift
ing show.”
Eddy said, “I hope the audience will come
away with a greater sense of tolerance and
understanding of the importance of finding
your own identity,” in addition to being enter
tained by the love story.

Open House
For
Employment!!!!
For the Café Diem at Sprague
Library!
Attention Students!!!
Need Extra Cash!!!
Part Time and Full Time Jobs are available!
We will work around your schedule!!

L ocation: R athskellar
Date: Tues. November 7, 2006,
Wed. November 8, 2006
Tim e: 9-1 la m
3pm -5pm
Starbucks®, [Tazo®] and the Starbucks logo are registered tradem arks. Starbucks approval code:.{insert code provided by Starbucks].
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COCCIA
CONTINUED FROM P. 1

Seasons hosted a concert at the event. The
group, originating in New Jersey, comment
ed on the pride they still have for being
of Italian descent. Michelle DeAngelo said,
“Frankie Valh is such an icon in my Italian
household. You can’t be Italian-American
and not know who he is.”
President George W. Bush attended thè
event unannounced, as the third president
to consecutively attend the NIAF conven
tion. He said, “Since Columbus set out on
uncharted and unknown waters in search of
the new world, they have brought th at spirit
to America.” Bush, along with his father
George Bush, Sr., was among many politi
cal figures who attended this event. Others
included Supreme Court Justices Sam Alito,
Jr., and Anthony Scalia.
Another highlight of the weekend was
a speech given by Tommy LaSorda, former
manager of the Los Angeles Dodgers, in

www.themontclarion.org
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which he talked about his experiences being
an Italian-American and how it shaped him
in his career. He was preceded by awards
for student scholarships and Teacher of the
Year. Attendees for his speech included Yogi
Berra.
A youth gala dinner dance was held the
last evening of the convention for all those
between the ages of 18-35. At the gala,
special guests, such as Anne Hathaway and
Alan Alda, attended. They commented on the
richness of Italian culture th at had been pre
served through generations of immigrants
who have been in America.
Amici secretary Rita Crillo said, “It was
such a great experience to share my heritage
with others. It’s great to see th at my family
isn’t the only one who has upheld this tradi
tion. We are grateful to Mr. Coccia for bring
ing us here.”
Joseph Coccia, who began his institute at
Montclair over 10 years ago, is now affiliated
with many New Jersey colleges, including
Drew, Rutgers and Fairliegh Dickinson.

courtesy of Diana Salameli

Above (left to right) Diana Salameh, Shannon McGee, a Coccia affiliate, Rita Crillo, Joseph
Coccia, Michelle DeAngelo and Anna Rose Ghione attended at an Italian convention in D.C.

Parking Meeting Raises 2006
2007 Concerns and Ideas
Shayna Jacobs

News Editor

Student parking for the 2007-2008 aca
demic year is in the prelim inary stages of
planning.
Dr. Karen Pennington, Vice President for
Student Development and Campus Life, held
a meeting on Monday, Oct. 23. Elaine Cooper,
Director of Parking Services, Jason Langdon,
Director of Undergraduate Admissions,
and Angelo Lilia, Student Government
Association President, were present.
“Ju st going by numbers, it would be pru
dent for us to consider the possibility of
changing what we’ve always done,” said
Pennington, referring to the policy th at
allows all students to have cars. She noted
th at a t many college campuses, freshmen are
not perm itted to have cars.
Also present were Timothy Carey, Director
of Adm inistrative Operations, Kathleen
Ragan, Associate Vice President for Division
Administration, and several Montclarion edi
tors.
Langdon proposed that, from a recruit
ment standpoint, “incoming resident fresh
m an cannot be misled into thinking they can
have a car on campus if it is not the case.”
“It’s a different society than 10 years ago,”
added Langdon. “Students now are used to
their cars, and are accustomed to having
their freedom.”
Cooper estim ated th at 2/3 of resident
students have cars on campus.
With a total undergraduate and graduate
enrollment of 16,100 this year, there were
1,334 non-deck resident permits sold this
year campus-wide.
Ride boards, incentive for students to carpool and buy discounted joint permits, were

brought to the table.
“Residents frequently want their cars only
to go home on weekends,” said Cooper. “Ride
boards were instituted in 2002, and they
didn’t work out.”
Carey mentioned the possibility of elicit
ing control of the N.J. Transit Deck, cur
rently operated by N.J. Transit. Transit deck
permits are sold only through them, but are
promoted by the university. Cooper respond
ed th at this task has been a priority to her,
and th at she’s awaiting a response from N.J.
Transit. N.J. Transit sold 1,500 permits per
semester, about 800 of which were sold to
residents.

“It’s a different society than 10
years a g o ... Students now are
used to having their cars, and
are accustomed to having their
freedom.”
Jason Langdon

Director of Undergraduate Admissions

This year, there are 5,700 spots available
for employees and students on surface lots
and in the Red Hawk Deck.
“We need to keep in mind how temporary
this is,” said Angelo Lilia, who inquired
about acquiring parking space from the
trucking company on Clove Road, adjacent to
the Village.
Last week’s meeting is one of a series to
come th at will address the future of parking
at MSU.
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MARRIAGE
CONTINUED FROM

Meneghin is the university’s Director
of Web Services, chair of the President’s
Commission on Affirmative Action and Gay
and Lesbian Faculty and StaffAdministration
member.
Women’s Studies associate professor Sally
McWilliams is also a GLFSA member and is
working to have a gay and lesbian studies
minor approved by the administration. She
does not agree th at the state should call a
union between same sex couples “m arriage.”
McWilliams is involved in a domestic part
nership,
“M arriage is not necessarily an institu
tion I would want replicated in the gay and
lesbian community,” said McWilliams, who
added th at Meneghin is thoughtful and com
m itted to her cause. “I’m more interested in
seeing how we can create more equality for
everyone.”
McWilliams added th at the queer com
munity also encompasses transgender and
bisexual individuals, and th at domestic partnèrships are available to anyone.
New Jersey’s Domestic Partnership Act
allows participants to declare “dependant”
on their tax return statem ents and gives
authority of a will to the surviving partner.
McWilliams recalled th at she had wit
nessed students being “very moved” when
Meneghin spoke about her family and chil
dren.
“Cindy [Meneghin] and her partner seem
to be very good parents,” said McWilliams.
“Their children are caring, sm art and under
stand the importance of having new images
of family.”
Jhon Velasco, Project Director at the
Center for Non-Violence, is the recording
secretary of the Presidents Commission on
Affirmative Action. The commission reviews
releases and policies of the university within
the bylaws of affirmative action.
“Cindy [Meneghin] has been on this jour
ney for many years now,” said Velasco. “She’s
a spokesperson [for m arriage rights] and you
need spokespeople to have change in soci
ety.”
Velasco said he met Meneghin three years
ago when he came to campus, but had previ
ously heard her speak at an event with her
partner, and has always admired her cause.
“The love she’s got for her kids is beauti
ful,” said Velasco. “Their family is no differ
ent from thè family I grew up in.”
Velasco and his partner had a m arriage
ceremony last year and are planning to have
a family. He said he and his partner hope to

CONGRESSMEN

P1

CONTINUED FROM P 1

create a family within the institution of m ar
riage.
“To call it a civil union is not calling it
what it really is,” he said. “Labeling it civil
union is giving it a lesser value and making
easier to disrespect and objectify it.”
Velasco added, “My relationship with my
partner is the same as any relationship. We
are ju st as much of a couple as our neighbors
are.”
MSU students are discussing the issue of
gay m arriage and indicated in a Montclarion
poll th at it’s an im portant election topic.
“A lot of people said they’d be angry
if it’s not called marriage,” said Student
Government Attorney General Anthony
Gutilla, who is openly gay. “As long as gays
have the same rights, I don’t think it makes
a difference what it’s called.”
MSU student gay/straight alliance,
SPECTRUMS, discussed the court decision
at their Monday night meeting. One member
said the general sentiment was th at the deci
sion was a victory.

about the interruption, saying, “The enemy
from within is in the White House.”
Following Pascrell’s speech, the two
opened the floor up to questioning. When
asked further about the war in Iraq and
the fiscal irresponsibility associated, M urtha
responded, “The young people who are fight
ing this war now are going to have to pay for
it.”
Pascrell cited the threat in other nations,
saying the real threat was no longer in Iraq,
but rather “Iran and North Korea.”
He went on about the Republican admin
istration Iraq war policy, saying, “ ‘Stay the
course’ isn’t a good enough answer.”
Pascrell continued to criticize the current
adm inistration, saying, “This is the most
reductive, secretive adm inistration [since
Nixon].”
;
Both M urtha and Pascrell discussed the
lack of troop capability in the event of an
emergency.
M urtha said, “Today we won’t be able to
operate. The combat arm s are small ... we

have a m ilitary not only to fight a war, but to
prevent a war.”
The war was not the only topic of discus
sion. The Congressmen were asked a series of
questions regarding several different issues.
When asked about the energy crisis,
M urtha said, “It’s all about energy and oil.
We’ve got to get serious.”
Pascrell went on about oil, saying, “Our
dependence on foreign oil [comes] from coun
tries who aren’t steady.”
He addressed automotive regulation, say
ing, “We need biofuels. We also need to raise
the standards on automobiles ... we should
raise th at threshhold to 25-35 miles per gal
lon.”
Pascrell was asked about his stance on ille
gal immigration and said, “We have to secure
our borders. W hat about the border on Canada
... what about the shores, what about our
harbors?” He continued, “We need to protect
American jobs.”
When a member of the audience brought
up the economy, Pascrell said, “The median
income has dropped. Wall Street is not the
barometer of this economy”
He went on to say, “We live in a
capitalistic society. We have a free
m arket. We w ant a level playing field.”
With an election looming, the Congressmen
were asked about the coming election. M urtha
said, “It is going to shift dramatically this
fall”
Few students attended the event. .
Asked a about the voter apathy of young
voters, and how this would effect the election,
Pascrell said, “They [young voters] have got
to feel like they’re invested. Not a lot of peo
ple showed up here today. They have got to
show up and they have got to vote.”
The election is Tuesday Nov. 7.
---- 1

m

Shayna Jacobs I The M ontclarion

Ernest Schapiro, of Hackensack, speaks at the question and answer session of the event,
where citizens lined up to voice their concerns, two-weeks before the senatorial election.
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City and Thomas Kean claims he is a “cleancut corruption fighter.”
In reference to Menendez2006.com,
Menendez, who has a history of fighting to
make N.J. education better, has fought to
reduce class size in schools, expand early
education programs and provide after-school
opportunities. Menendez is also fighting for
teachers to receive higher pay to attract more
talented teachers.
He wants additional training for prin
cipals, more recruiting efforts for science
and m ath teachers and discounted tech
nology in New Jersey schools. According
to Menendez2006.com, “Menendez launched
legislation increasing the HOPE Tax Credit
to reflect increases in tuition and make it
available for more New Jersey families. He is
also expanding loan forgiveness to those who
provide public service to undeserved areas,
including nurses, child welfare workers and
first responders.”
According to TomKean.com, Kean wants
to promote advanced placement and inter
national baccalaureate programs to raise
the bar in N.J. schools. He also wants to
create long-term strategies to keep jobs in
New Jersey and the United States by giving
students the skills they need to compete.
Menendez feels strongly about preserving
social security. According to his campaign
ing website, “Senator Menendez is working
hard to make sure th at privatization is taken
completely off the table. Once th at happens,
[he] believes in working towards a bipartisan
solution to strengthen Social Security over
the long haul.”
He also is vying to protect job secu
rity. According to the website, he has fought
for the rights of health care workers and
strengthening retirem ent options. “He
battled President Bush’s plan to privatize
850,000 federal employees, nearly h alf of the
federal workforce. [Menendez] has fought
hard to keep New Jersey jobs here in our

state, specifically by opposing a plan to relo
cate IRS jobs in Edison, Fairfield, Paramus
and Parsippany.”
Kean wants to protect and enlarge the
options for personal retirem ent planning,
including tax-advantaged IRAs and 401(k)s,
according to TomKean.com.
Menendez, who has voted against the war
in Iraq, has introduced the State and Local
Reservist F irst Responders Assistance Act,
which would compensate state, local and
tribal governments for added costs acquired
when their first responders, who serve in
the Reserves and the National Guard, are
called to duty. He also introduced the Citizen
Soldier Relief Act, which would keep soldiers
exempt from taxation who were called to
duty “outside the traditional param eters of
their service.”
Kean feels strongly about homeland secu
rity grants and wants to be certain New
Jersey has “the resources it needs to keep
its citizens safe ... ensure th at the National
C ounterterrorism Center shares timely,
authentic terrorist threat information with
the states so they can stop the next 9/11
before it happens ... and work to accelerate
the pace of security efforts for weapons of
mass destruction by ensuring th at programs
like Nunn-Lugar, whose goal is to deactivate
and destroy WMDs, receive the funding and
attention they deserve.”
Menendez will also be introducing a
Veterans Navigator bill, ensuring th at sick
and injured soldiers receive medical benefits
“on a timely basis.”
Kean, according to TomKean.com, wants
to “work with the Members of Congress on
both sides of the aisle to ensure th at veter
ans’ health care and retirem ent benefits are
fully funded and th at veterans are not hit
with excessive co-payments or fees for the
health care services they’ve earned.” He also
wishes to keep our m ilitary bases “open and
operational.”

With concerns about the environment,
Menendez has w ritten the Healthy School
Bus Act, according to his campaigning web
site, “which would improve the quality of air
th at our children breathe day in and day out
on the way to and from school.” He is also
“attacking new sources of pollution, such as
illegal trash dumps operated by railroads
throughout the state.”
TomKean.com reported Kean wants to
“utilize renewable forms of energy rather
than relying on the shrinking availability
of fossil fuels ... require polluting industries
to use modern pollution control technology,
invest in infrastructure to clean up and pre
vent pollution ... require th at all polluters,
including older power plants and factories,
use available pollution control technology
to reduce soot and smog forming pollution,
control toxic emissions such as mercury ...
oppose drilling on the continental shelf off of
the Mid-Atlantic States ...[and] ensure th at
our nation’s forest legacy is protected.”
Menendez2006.com stated he “voted for
both the Stem Cell Therapeutic and Research
Act and the Cord Blood Research Act. He
also co-sponsored the Pancreatic Islet Cell
Transplantation Act, which increases the
supply of pancreatic islet cells for research
and provides for better coordination of both
efforts and information.”
Kean wants to enhance border security
and restrict economic incentives, according
to his campaigning website.
While each candidate has a positive out
look on the future of New Jersey, both have
received negative feedback.
On Sept. 15, The Star-Ledger reported,
“the same day state Sen. Tom Kean voted
twice to let Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield
of New Jersey keep a $40 million tax exemp
tion, he collected $13,300 in contributions
for his U.S. Senate race from 17 company
executives and their family members.” Kean
voted on the last day of the struggle of the

2005 state budget. Records illustrate th at
Kean obtained $13,300 in campaign dona
tions from the Horizon executives, including
$4,100 from Horizon CEO and president
William Marino and his wife. The news
report stated, “Aides to Kean said there was
no connection between the votes and the con
tributions.”
Menendez has voted against the Iraq
War, saying, “even knowing th at there were
no weapons of mass destruction, Tom Kean,
Jr., has continually said he supports the
war in Iraq and would have voted for it.” In
response, Kean said, “[Menendez] has been
on the fringe of his own party. The case [for
war] was clearly made with people who had
far better information than he did.”
The democratic support website Blue
Jersey alleged th at a Kean campaign mem
ber was “astrosurfing, posing as a disillu
sioned Democrat,” according to Wikipedia,
com, when posting comments of Menendez
on the site. Kean’s campaign denied the
charges, but it’s been reported th at the IP
address used when the comments were made
were identical to official Kean campaign
emails. The same IP address was used to
make corrections to Wikipedia pages involv
ing the election. The Kean campaign couldn’t
clarify these accusations.
Senior dietetic major Kate Heyn said, “If
I could get an absentee ballot, I’d vote. One
vote can make a difference. I support the
troops, but I want them home.”
Sophomore undeclared major Heather
Van Put admits she won’t be voting this
year. “I probably won’t vote because I haven’t
followed it enough to make a confident vote
one way or another,” she said.
Psychology major Jenna Lawson said,
“I’m voting for Kean because I feel he needs
to keep strong leaders in place now.”
To vote in Montclair, all polling places can
be found on the Montclair Township website
at montclaimjusa.org.

H e lp W a n te d
If you need a job, the right one may be waiting for you at the

Fourth Annual

Career Fair for Students and Alumni
Tuesday, November 7 from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Student Center Ballrooms
O p e n to students and alumni from all majors, the Career Fair is the perfect
opportunity to network and meet with potential employers. A variety of full
time, part time and internship positions are available from more than 50 top
companies and organizations.
Rem em ber to dress your best and bring plenty of copies of your resume.
Registration is not required. If you have any questions, please call 973-655-5194 or visit
www.collegecentral.com/msualumnistudentfair for a listing of employers and available jobs.
Sponsored by the Career Development Center and the Montclair State Alumni Association.
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Studying in A ntarctica...just one o f
the real-world experiences from M ontclair State.
Imagine traveling to some of the coolest places on Earth and getting involved in truly exciting research studies.
As a graduate student in Montclair State’s College of Science and Mathematics, that’s exactly what could happen.
You’ll find yourself developing new skills and insights as you take part in groundbreaking research projects
across the globe in destinations like Antarctica, China, the Virgin Islands, even the Southern Patagonian Andes.
Or you could be part of our remote sensing program with NASA, where new discoveries happen every day!
Some of the exciting programs in the College of Science and Mathematics include: BS/MS Aquatic and Coastal
Science, MS Molecular Biology, Doctorate in Environmental Management, Ed.D in Pedagogy of Mathematics
Education, MA in Teaching Middle Grades Mathematics, MS Computer Science and MS Mathematics.
In addition, our graduate school offers over 85 innovative, real-world learning opportunities plus a distinguished
faculty. Each program is tailored to advance your career with new ideas, new thinking and new perspectives.
Montclair State University. Advance your thinking.

The Graduate School at
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For information, call 1-800-955-GRAD or go to www.montclair.edu/graduate/cn
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MSU Student Bikes Across America

Water Works
Whether You’re Thirsty or
Not, Hot or Cold' Why It’s
Important to Drink Water.
Jam es Carpentier

Staff Writer

www.static.fllcker.com

Mike Peters I The Montclarion
Ed Ferraro, a junior physical education major at M ontclair State University, hiked from Washington to New Jersey in 37 days last summer.

M ike Peters

Staff Writer

Coming up on his 21st birthday, Ed
Ferraro, a junior majoring in physical educa
tion, vowed to do something unforgettable.
Thinking, “College is not a sprint; it’s a m ara
thon,” he decided ,to run one — something
he’d never attem pted before.
Toward the end of the 10th Annual New
Jersey Marathon, held in April, he grew pale
and soon became ill. Still he pushed on, refus
ing help offered by a race sponsor.
“I would not let her take me out of the

race,” declared Ferraro, a member of the
Panzer Student Association. “I told the lady I
would rather die than stop this marathon.”
Having conquered this ; “unforgettable”
task, Ferraro set out on another test of his
physical capabilities, vowing that, once again,
no obstacle would stand in his way. When Dr.
Robert Gilbert, professor for the Department
of Exercise Science and Physical Education,
invited Ferraro to speak at his freshmen
orientation presentation, Ferraro announced
th at he and a friend intended to bike across
America the following summer.
“My closest friends doubted me,” Ferraro

said. “No one thought we would finish.”
Ferraro and his friend, Glen Liszcack, a
student at Ramapo College, bought one-way
tickets and arrived in Eugene, Ore., on July
18.
Day one of their journey began with a
flight delay and when they finally landed and
grabbed their bikes, they were eager to seize
the day. But, the day would eventually seize
them.
“After 30 miles on the first day, I crashed
my bike,” Ferraro said. “It was the first day
SEE ‘DREAMS' ON P. 9

Law School Hosts Admissions Day
Jersey’s 24th annual Law School Admissions
Day. This Law Fair was held in the Student
Center Ballrooms and offered the knowledge
On Wednesday, Oct. 18 from 10 a.m. - 2 and advice of representatives from 20 law
p.m., Montclair State University’s Political schools across the nation, including Fordham,
Science and Law Department hosted New Cardozo, Rutgers, Seton Hall, Touro, Cooley,
Pauline Kohl and Paul C a cd u tto lo

Department of Political Science and Law

courtsey of www.montciair.edu

Students in the Department of Political Science and Law were able to see what options
are available to them to continue their schooling at last Wednesday’s admissions day.

Golden Gate, Pace, D istrict of Columbia,
Widener, Drake and others, especially those
in the tri-state area. Information from 20
other law schools th at were unable to send
representatives was also available to attend
ees. Also in attendance to guide in the law
school application and admissions process
were Law School Admissions preparation
programs, such as Kaplan, Princeton Review,
Edward Zurav (individual L.S.A.T. tutor), the
Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education
Fund (offering excellent benefits to quali
fied students), the New Jersey Institute for
Continuing Legal Education (offering the
“Skills and Methods” course th at eveiy pro
spective lawyer is required to take), as well as
MSU organizations, including Phi Alpha Delta
Pre-Law Fraternity, the Political Science &
Law Club, the Educational Opportunity Fund
Legal Studies Program and related MSU
graduate programs.
The purpose of this Law Fair was to help
interested students from throughout New
Jersey see what kind of law school options
are available to them and what criteria they
should be looking for in a school after they
graduate from their undergraduate school.
While the majority of approximately 300
attendees were from MSU, there were also
students from over 10 other New Jersey colSEE ‘ADMISSIONS’ ON P. 10

With the chill of autumn and frigid win
ter weather ahead, thoughts of a refreshing
glass of thirst-quenching cold water on a
sizzling August day are only a memory.
However, fitness and medical experts tell us
not to ju st reach for cool water when it’s hot
or when we’re thirsty. They say it is equally
im portant to be well-hydrated during the
winter and year-round. Just as you can
become dehydrated on a sweltering summer
day, the dry indoor heated rooms can also
be dehydrating dining late fall and winter,
so make sure enough water is consumed
each day. And, while it is more tempting to
substitute better tasting warm and hot bev
erages (such as coffee, tea and hot chocolate)
instead of cool, bland water when it is freez
ing outdoors, as you are about to find out, it’s
a good idea to keep th at Water bottle handy
throughout the day. Also, note th at soda,
alcoholic beverages, tea and coffee should not
be substituted for water (they are diuretic or
dehydrating drinks).
Less Water Consumption Contributes To
Health Problems
Fereydoon Batmanghelidj, M.D., wrote a
book back in 1995 called Your Body’s Many
Cries For Water (Global Health Publishing).
He mentions several maladies that are con
nected to inadequate water consumption. In
his research, he states th at ulcers, asthma,
high blood pressure (hypertension), high
cholesterol, back and joint pain (arthritis),
overweight problems, depression, stress,
chronic fatigue syndrome and impotency
all respond well when water consumption
is increased. Batmanghelidj recommends
eight 8 oz. glasses of water daily.
Other health-care providers, such as
Leslie Bonci, a registered dietician, further
tout water’s benefits in an article on diges
tive health and wellness for msn.com (Feb.
26, 2004): “Water is a life-sustaining bever
age. Every organ in the body needs water.”
Dr. Donald F. Kirby, a gastroenterologist
and chief of the nutrition section at Virginia
Commonwealth University Medical Center
in Richmond, Virg., was also cited in the
msn.com article: “Water helps flush the
system. When there aren’t enough fluids in
the colon, patients suffer from constipation,
a common gastrointestinal ailment.” The
article further mentions that water may play
a role in preventing colorectal cancer. The
Mayo Clinic cites a study th at showed that
women who drank more than five glasses of
water a day had a risk of colon cancer that
was 45 percent less than those who drank
two or fewer glasses a day.”
Water’s Role In Preventing Heart Disease
According to the American Journal of
Epidemiology, drinking five 8 oz. glasses
of water a day can lower the risk of coro
nary heart disease by 50 percent, and even
SEE “WATER” ON PG. 9
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My girlfriend\ who lives two hours from campus, is graduating this semester. We've he|

Si

for almost two years and she wants me to move in with her. I'm not sure I am ready fo r that,
do I tell her that I want to still be with her without having to move in with her?M
Peter Schaus

Arts and Entertainment Editor

There comes a point in every relation
ship where the status quo becomes unsat
isfactory and you need to move forward to
survive, whether it’s from merely dating to a
monogamous relationship or a monogamous
relationship to moving in together or an
engagement. It seems th at right now, you’re
at a standing a sim ilar precipice with your
girlfriend. However, the most detrim ental
thing in moving forward in a relationship is
when one of the parties involved is skeptical
about the change. It’s called a relationship
for a reason. Both people need to be “on
board” for the ship to sail smoothly.
You can’t move ahead w ith any
resentm ent for each other, or every fight
you have will probably end with the
infamous claim “I’m not the one who
wanted this; you were!” It is one of the
worst things you can possibly say to your
significant other. Chances are, things will
crash and brum quickly, and it’s very hard to
backpedal from there to the way things once
were between the two of you.
There are two major things th at can hap
pen to a relationship when it’s conducted long
distance. The distance can either make the
two of you drift apart or create a greater need
to see each other, whidi can
often result in greater steps
taken when the two of you
finally do see each other. The
biggest problem w ith the lat
ter is th at both people often
forget what it’s like to live
day in and day out with each
other. Most couples decide
to move in together because
they are already basically co
habiting with each other at

______

one or both of their apartm ents. They’ve had
K oren Fran kfort
Managing Editor
the transitional period and already know
th at the two of them are compatible with
sharing space. You and your girlfriend have
Sir, you have reached the fork in the road
not had this transitional period and it could th at young adults dread; the question of
seriously hinder your relationship. You could whether to move in with the significant other.
luck out and find out
Well, after two years, th at
th at you’re perfect
is not an unreasonable
for each other; you
proposal for your
could also find out
lady to put forth.
th at you’ve forgotYou
have
t e n

been
together
each
for a good
o t h e r ’s
length of time now,
annoying quirks
and the next logical
a n d
step is to move
they’re
in. I ts not as
t h e
if she wants
kind of
to take steps
thing
in the m anner
SEE ‘SHE SAID’ ON P. IX
th at you can’t
of the cliched lyric, "...
live with day in and day out. These are the first comes love, then comes marriage, then
sorts of things that you need to explain to comes the baby in the baby carriage;” she is I f you have any questions you would
your girlfriend. The first time a long-distance asking you to take the new millenia’s inter like answered by our team o f sex and
mediary between love and marriage.
relationship advisors, send an e-mail to I
It
sounds
as
though
you
have
a
fear
I
MSUFeature@gmail.com with “He Said
SEE ‘HE SAID' ON P. 11
of commitment, but after years fly by, the She Said”in the subject line

DREAMS
CONTINUED FROM P 8

of the trip and we were already asking ourselves, “What are we doing here?”
However, the two enjoyed the scenic route
and were amazed by the breathtaking view of
Teton National Park in Wyoming.
“The mountains were amazing. Sights you
can’t even imagine. No picture could ever do
it justice,"claimed Ferraro.
After basking in the ambiance of Teton
National Park, things got a bit confusing as
they traveled off Route 20 and soon found
themselves lost in Iowa.
“We asked a lady for directions and she
told us th at we were just a few miles away
from the Field o f Dreams baseball park,
which had Kevin Costner, the actor who
played in the movie, appearing there for the
first time since the movie was completed,”
said Ferraro.
Taking this as a sign to persevere, off they
went to see the field.
“The “Field of Dreams’ was amazing! The
little voice inside my head said, “Ed, you are
following your dreams, so here is a little
present to keep you pushing forward on your
trip,”’ Ferraro said.

question was destined to be
asked. What is making you
anxious? Are you afraid of
marriage, loss of freedom or
is it her? It seems th at if
you survived the stage of the
relationship post-honeymoon
phase th at you would be fine,
but perhaps you are realizing
th at she isn’t the woman you
want to end up with because
of the fear you are experienc
ing. However, fear is a normal
emotion when people enter
new phases of their life.
When you first entered the world of adult
hood, I am sure th at you, like everyone
else, felt a combination of excitement and
fear. I am sure th at happened when you
first told this girl you loved her. What
makes your current situation different is
th at you haven’t given yourself the chance
to feel excited as you haven’t given the idea
itself a chance to manifest. This rigidity may
in and of itself be indicative of your lack of
readiness despite the amount of time you had
together of which there was plenty.
You mustn’t overlook the fact th at you
are at a crossroads in your relationship; your
girlfriend is ready to take the next step. If
you refute her, she may very well decide she
isn’t going to wait. She may feel th at she
put in two years to end up in .a stagnant,
waste of a relationship and decide to leave;
I would. I’m sorry, but K has to keep it real

WATER
CONTINUED FROM R 8

Back on the road, Liszcack got caught by a
gust of wind th at pushed him into the side of
a moving 18-wheeler. His backpack bounced
off the truck and threw him onto the gravel
shoulder.
“His pack saved his life,” said Ferraro.' “If
it wasn’t for that, he would have been sucked
into the tire.” ,
Ferraro and Liszcack contemplated quit-.
ting the trip every single day, but they made
it, thanks in large part, Ferraro says, to
encouragement from Gilbert.
“Dr. Gilbert is the most motivational person I have ever met,” he said. “Every time I
was down and ready to quit, he would call
ine with some words of motivation or a funny
joke to keep me going.”
After 3,120 miles and 37 days, Ferraro
rode proudly back onto campus on Aug. 23.
“To be able to say I hiked across America
is awesome,” he says. His advice to other
students: “You can defy file odds. Do not let
anyone tell you th at you can’t do it. Go after
your dreams! That’s what life is about: following your dreams.”

• I' •
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The average person should drink at least two quarts of water a day to stay fully hydrated.

appears to confer as much benefit to heart
health as stopping smoking or lowering cholesterol, researchers have noted at Loma
Linda University in Southern California,
The researchers found th at dehydration can
elevate heart disease risk factors such •as
blood viscosity.
How Much Water Do You Need Each Day?
“On average, a person needs at least two
quarts of water a day to stay healthy. Your
own needs may vary, however, depending on
body size, how active you are and the weather
(the higher the tem perature and humidity,
the more you should drink),” says Michael
O’Shea, fitness columnist for Parade magazine (May 6,2001). Two quarts is the equivalent of 64 ounces (which is the eight 8-ounce
glasses most health professionals advise each
day). O’Shea mentions 64 ounces of w ater
daily sounds like a lot, but “it’s not if consumed properly. Drink a bit throughout the

day, not all at once. And never rely on thirst
to dictate-how much to drink. Thirst does
not accurately reflect fluid needs.” He adds
th at an easy way to tell if you’re dehydrated
is by checking the color of your urine: Dark
urine usually means you need to drink more
water while clear urine means you are wellhydrated.
Montclair State University students, faculty and other employees can do themselves
a great health service by simply getting into
the habit of drinking more water each day
year-round, whether dining the hot summer
months or now, during the cool tem peratures
of autumn, as well as the cold w inter months
ahead. Inadequate water consumption may
be linked to various ailments, so keep that
water bottle handy every day or make it a
point to regularly stop at the water fountain
or office water cooler throughout the day.

1 1 1
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8 Things to Do Before You Die
D iana Salam eh

stamp. We have e-mails, MySpace, Facebook,
and instant message's, so the only time it’s
really necessary to take out a pen and write
something to someone is in a birthday card.
Inspired by MySpace, here is a “Top 8” of I personally can go days without seeing what
things you should do before you die. Some are came in the mail, but can’t go a few hours
silly, some are serious and all should be taken without checking my e-mail. The warmth and
love in a letter th at someone handwrote and
to heart.
sent to you adds a smile to your face, and the
Sit in your car for hours ju st to listen
to music. Most cars made after 1970
have radios, tape decks or CD players
built into them. Quite often, we turn
the radio on to our favorite station and
sing along or pop in an album by our
favorite musical artist. But how often do
you sit in the car for the sole purpose of
listening to music? My friends John and
Chris have taught me th at sometimes,
cars are made for listening to music
in. W hether it’s sitting in a parking lot
with take-out, a mix tape and a good
friend or taking a drive to free your
mind and singing along to a musical
soundtrack, listening to music in your car excitement of actually writing out the letter,
might ju st turn out to be better than your addressing the envelope and stamping it
reminds us of how fun it is to get a little sur
home entertainment system.
prise like that. Our society’s reliance on the
Go to Toys “R’ Us without a child in tow. internet can be a great thing if we can break
My friend Davey - who is well into his 20s away from it once in a while. This past sum
- has no problem going to Toys “R’ Us without mer, my friend Anne-Marie put a note in the
a child to reassure him th at it’s okay to be mail for me. Not only was th at funny, but it
there. In actuality, we’d all be kids at heart if was exciting to see this brightly colored enve
we went to a toy store more often. Beyond the lope with my friend’s handwriting scrawled
memories of being a carefree child and seeing across the front instead of my cell phone bill.
the newly updated versions of all the toys you
E at a whole pizza and an entire pint of ice
had as a kid, being in a toy store enables you
cream
by yourself and then go to the candy
to see the excitement and wonder of how a
store.
We’ve
all been through those terrible
child experiences a toy store. We all grow up
days,
weeks
and
months. Sometimes, it’s that
too fast and forget what it’s like to have widepizza
pie
th
at
gets
us to finally cope with
eyed innocence th at is only really possessed
whatever
is
bothering
us and move on. My
by children nowadays.
friend Allison, who also happens to be one
Write a letter by hand and mail it with a of the thinnest people I know, th in k s this is
Assistant Feature Editor

the way to solve anything, and a great way
to spend a Sunday afternoon. Sometimes in
life you need to step back and do things for
yourself like clearing your mind over a pint
of Ben and Jerry’s. As long as you don’t do it
too often.

My friend Danielle loves sharing her talents
with others. She works with children mostly.
By helping others, we know more of who we
are as people. Not only is it a strengthening of
character, but you never really do know how
much th at person appreciates your talent. If
we all pooled our talent for good, the ozone
Explore the world beyond your “comfort layer would probably fix itself
zone”. One of the most bubbly, energetic
Throw a party with all your friends
there. Most of us have friends from all
different walks of life and don’t really
think about what it would be like to put
them all together. My friend Jeff does
it best with a party. When you are able
to combine all of your friends, who each
represent a part of you, it’s a beautiful
experience th at gives you a warm, lov
ing feeling in your heart. Being able to
throw a party is fun in itself but seeing
how people who represent a piece of you
can be friends and get along is a great
experience. Jeff says, “It’s better than
AJ Ingersoll I The Montclarion
waiting for the party to be your funeral,
people I know is my friend Gabby. She thinks because then you can’t cook for it.”
th at we should all get out of New Jersey and
see what’s going on around us. And it couldn’t
Fall in love. Ah, this is a common consen
be more true. It can be going to another state sus from all of my friends, as well as myself
th at you are afraid of for some reason, get Falling in love is a beautiful thing with but
ting on a plane arid heading to Europe or just terflies, new experiences and the excitement
going to a bar th at you’re not familiar with. of someone new in your life. And for those of
We like to hold on to what is comfortable, us lucky enough to have experienced that,
ju st like we like to get consumed in our own we can probably attest th at those were some
lives. Sometimes, it’s absolutely necessary to of the happiest points in our lives. The goal
step out of th at and see th at there is a world here is not only to fall in love with another
beyond your happiness and sadness and it person, but to fall in love with life. It is a
should be explored to the fullest.
vital part of our experience on earth to enjoy
moments th at exemplify love and happiness.
Share your time and talent with those Embrace everything around you and live life
who need it. In one way or another, we are all to the fullest capacity you can. Enjoy all that
talented human beings. We posses something is going on around you, stop to pet a dog and
inside th at makes us passionate. Instead of spend as much time with your friends and
keeping th at bottled up inside, we should family as possible. We live once, and hope
channel it into positive energy for others. fully, with mistakes but no regrets.

ADMISSIONS
CONTINUED FROM R 9

leges and universities. Representatives from
the various law schools were very informa
tive about how their schools ran, the caliber
of students who attend and what the require
ments for admission were. Different schools
typically look at applications in their own
way. For instance, some might emphasize
grades while others look for life experiences.
Some schools consider the student’s best
L.SAT. score while others look a t the aver
age of all tests taken. L.SA.T. preparers
were also present to break down what was
expected out of an L.SAT., what classes
an interested student could take, when one
should start studying for the exam and other
questions the students had. The open fair
in which people could walk around at their

leisure to the tables staffed by representative
lasted until 1:30 p.m.
At th at time, there was a law admis
sions panel of speakers on specific topics
pertaining to law school th at took place in
rooms 411-414 of the student center. The
first speaker, Professor John Lurie of Rutgers
University, moderated the panel and spoke
about law schools in general: what law pro
fessors expect, what the format of classes is
like and how to adjust to the new life of law
school. The next speaker, director of admis
sions at Rutgers-Newark School of Law, Anita
Walton, discussed the application process.
She pointed out the dos and dorits when
applying to schools. The application process
is almost entirely electronic, making it both

courtsey of www.montclair.edu

easier and harder in some ways to stay on
top of applying. Next was a speaker, a finan
cial aid officer of the Brooklyn Law School,
Florence Atino, on the financial part of law
school. She outlined how students should go
about applying for loans and budgeting for
law school. She emphasized th at one should
not ignore how important and life-changing
paying for law school could be. The last pan
elist, an experienced L.SAT. prep teacher,
spoke about the L.S.A.T. He outlined the
sections of the test and how im portant it is to
start practicing at least two months ahead of
time. It might even be best to begin as early
as six months or more in some cases. One of
the most frequent misunderstandings people
have about the L.SAT. when they first start
thinking about it is th at it tests a person’s
knowledge of law. This is wrong. In fact, the
L.SAT. tests logical problem solving and
comprehension.
Facilitation and organization of the fair
were accomplished as a group effort by
MSLPs Phi Alpha Delta and Political Science
& Law Club members, working with Event
Coordinator Dr. Marilyn Tayler and Political
Science and Law Department Secretary Irma
Figueroa. The event was co-sponsored by the
Rutgers-Newark Career Development Center
and the MSU Educational Opportunity Fund
Legal Studies Program.
During the event, student volunteers
asked attendees to fill out a survey grading
the effectiveness and efficiency of the event.
Many of the students who attended stated
th at the event was “very well-organized.”
Other students replied th at it was “a huge
success.” Many found it very “helpful and

informative.” In all, it can be easily concluded
th at this event was very beneficial to the
student body of MSU, as well as students
from at least 10 other schools and universi
ties in New Jersey. As both Presidents of the
Political Science & Law Club and Phi Alpha
Delta, we would like to thank the co-sponsors:
Rutgers-Newark Career Development Center,
Phi Alpha Delta, the Political Science & Law
Club and the Educational Opportunity Fund
Legal Studies Program for all of your help.
All those interested in becoming future law
school students are encouraged to attend the
Political Science & Law Club meetings held
every Wednesday from 2:15 p.m. - 3:15 p.m.
and Phi Alpha Delta, Pre-Law Fraternity
meetings held every Wednesday from 3:30
p.m. - 4:30 p.m. •
New Jersey’s Law School Admissions Day
not only helps prospective law students to
gain information, it also puts MSU on the
map as a school where there are many inter
ested future lawyers. Recent MSU graduates
went on to law schools like Rutgers, Seton
Hall, New York, Columbia, Duke, Cornell,
Georgetown and Dickinson, among others.
Law School Admissions Day has helped law
schools to see MSU in a veiy positive light
when considering our graduates as appli
cants.
The New Jersey Law School Admissions
Day event rotates on an annual basis between
Montclair State and Rutgers-Newark. Since
the event was initiated at Montclair in 1982,
MSU will host the event next again year in
honor of its 25th anniversary, so m ark your
calendars for Thursday, Oct. 18,2007!
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Cutting Out Breast Cancer

HE SAID
CONTINUED FROM

Johna M a ilo lli
Irina O gan

Staf Writers

Each year, nearly 200,000 women in the
United States are diagnosed with breast can
cer. Although a predominately female form of
cancer, it is still possible for men to be
affected by this disease.
Maintaining a well-balanced
diet can reduce the risk of breast
cancer. According to the American
Dietetic Association, a diet low
in saturated and tran fats with
plenty of fruits and vegetables may
substantially lower risks of develop
ing breast cancer.
One of the best defenses against
breast cancer is the tomato. It con
tains lycopene th at helps to inhib
it tumor development. It’s been
proven th at eating pizza with
plenty of tomato sauce at
least once a week substan
tially lowers your chances
of developing m alignan
cies.
F iber
is
th e V
best
defender against develop- *
ing breast
tumors. Beans are a rich
source of
dietary fiber, containing up to four grams of
fiber per serving. As for vegetables, spinach,
carrots and broccoli contain moderate sources
of rich dietary fiber (1-3 grams per serving).
Fruits like prunes and raspberries con
tain a rich source of dietary fiber. Toss them
in your yogurt or cereal for a nutritious yet
delicious breakfast or midday snack. The
beta carotene and vitamin C found in several
fruits and vegetables also help to protect from

breast cancer. Have a daily dose of orange
juice in the morning and try substituting
some crunchy carrots for a bag of chips.
' A diet low in saturated and trans fat may
also help reduce the risk of breast cancer and
colon cancer. Check out nutritional facts on
all packages of foods, especially snack foods
like chips and baked goods. Avoid
fast food restaurants, which are
filled with saturated and trans
fats. Always read the list of
ingredients on food packages
and stay" away from hydroge
nated oils.
Another im portant factor
th at can reduce the risk of develop
ing cancer is exercise. The American
Dietetics Association recommends
30 minutes or more of moderate
physical activity per day. The
fall is a perfect time to go for
a jog or walk with friends
and admire the beautiful
autum n foliage.
Some other fun
activities include going
apple-picking or participating
in a voluntary walk for
an importan t cause, such as breast
cancer
Exercises can fit into your
chores, such as raking the leaves. Or if the
weather is too cold, try a fun 30-minute fit
ness DVD or videotape for indoor activity.
Find something th at is fun and keeps you
moving.
The measures taken to prevent breast
cancer can be simple and easy. Eating fruits
and vegetables will help to not only reduce
the chances of developing tumors, but to
allow you to stay slim.

P9

couple finally gets to see each other on a
frequent basis, it often feels like the court
ship process is being repeated all over again.
Would you move in with someone the day
after your first date? Tell her you need time
and th at she should look into getting her own
place or one with a friend ofhers nearby. Start
spending more time a t each other’s places but
keep your own apartm ent for yourself even
if you stop going there. The opportunity will
present itself for the status quo to become
unsatisfactory. It is then, and only then, that
the two of you should have the talk about
moving in together. Let her know th at it is
nothing against her and th at you do love her
as much as you say you do. It is because you
love her th at you don’t want things to rush
things and make a big mistake.

SHE SAID
CONTINUED FROM R 9

and K always keeps it realer than Miss Cleo
eve* dreamed of Women don’t like to be toyed
with. A secure, intelligent woman would put
their foot down, tru st and believe me.
I can’t guarantee she will leave; after all,
I don’t know her from a can of paint. You
were with her for two years: will she leave
you and do you care if she does? Those are
the questions you must ask yourself Another
question you should ask yourself is if you’re
afraid of growing up. If so, you need to con
sider doing so, Peter Pan; man-child is not a
good look.
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Handbags Make
The Woman
K ath y Juana

Staff Writer

In today’s society, what makes us stand out
in a world th at is so diverse? Is it all about
appearance in our society th at belies a certain
image about you, or is it all about the person’s
character and not their latest designer hand
bag? My clothing and culture class here at MSU
has allowed me to view the idea of fashion and
perception in a totally different way.
I am not a world-class traveler, but one
thing th at I have noticed is th at the major
ity of women (including myself) would spend a
ridiculous amount of money on a handbag. We
all say it’s about the quality, but we know it’s
definitely not about that. Everyone’s price range
may be different, but a person’s handbag says
a lot about them or the person they want to be
perceived as. W hether you are a crafty person, a
mother, a person always on the run, a fashion
conscious person or a person who really doesn’t
care about what they’re holding or hanging
from their arm, handbags are something most
women have in common.
The majority of women carry handbags for
function, to put their things in and get from one
place to another. But when did function turn
into an expensive fashion necessity and when
did we get to this place where we (not all) spend
$500 or more on a bag?
Projected retail sales for handbags in 2005,
according to Accessories magazine, and Trader
Monthly were $ 6.35 billion. This increase has
made handbags alone the best-selling accessory
overall. Retailers are expanding their space to
accommodate more and new brands of handbags. How many handbags can a girl have?

In my opin
ion, handbags
have become the
new “little black
dress” in the fashion
industry; everyone has
to have one. You can be
wearing sweats and a ;
t-shirt, but if you are m
carrying one of the
high-priced designer
bags, it makes the look
OK
With all this said, why do we'z
spend so much on bags? This %
society has become a celebritydriven society. Not only are we try
ing to keep up with the Joneses, but
we are trying to keep up with the Beyonces,
Paris Hiltons, Lindsey Lohans and the Jessica
Simpsons in the world. A majority of these
celebrities have become walking advertisements
because we familiarize them with a handbag
and we have to have it or think it’s the best
thing ever. It’s as if the handbag gives us status
and prestige th at we didn’t have before.
But then we go back to reality and realize
after spending money th at we probably didn’t
have in the first place th at we are still the same
person — except in debt! As you walk the halls
of MSU, be proud of your bag, whether it’s from
Target or Gucci. Wearing a designer handbag
doesn’t make you any better than anyone else.
Remember: you are who you are, but let fashion
be your accessory in life.
i f there’s anything th a t I trussed out on or i f
you have any suggestions, you can contact at
juanakl@mail.montclair.edu.
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X. Attendance
2. Attention
3. Ask questions.
4. Ask far help.
5. Assignments
6. Affirmation

^

■ Sometimes an « tid e a t» b oot cm be Kite a meal and a list is Khc an hoc» <foetnrrc- Ve», there may be delectable morsels in
H each, bat these m onels o f wisdom are east« to find in a list. Are any of these lists any good? Here's the lest: If you rip one
H o f these lists out o f the paper and keep it in your wallet or pout it on your bulletin board — that*« * great Hitt
| H o e m e som e from my bulletin b o n d . . „
|
M mot o f tb e Hat* w ere w ritten or suggested b y cathrs to D r. a lb e r t's Success H otH ae. Success H othne has
th n e-m a m te n xtiin th m a l m essage* th a t are available 24/7/365JoatcaK (973)743-4690. N ew m essages »re recorded every
1 7JO.

T EN SECRETS TO SUCCESS
“INVESTOR BUSINESS DAILY"
1. Hcrw you think
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igrfltm n Piatt, M.D. & K ady Um brian
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L Beans
2. Blaeberries
3. Broccoli
4. Oats
5. Oranges
6. Pumpkin
?. Salmon

4. Neve* »top teaming.
5. B e p a w tc o tii
6. tea m to analyze details.
A Don't be afraid to innovate; be different. fl
9. D eal and rntiunttnsrsW with people tfltcliw ly | | j
19. Be honest and dependable; tail» responsibility, f

8. Soy
9. Spinach
10. Tea (green o t black) 1
U. Tomatoes
12. Turkey
13.Walnuts
14. Yogurt

III

MW
1. "How to Win Friend« and Influence People” by Dale Carnegie
2. "The Memory Book” by Harry Lorsyne and jerry Lucas
3. “How to Survive the Loss of a Love” by Colgrwe, McWilliams and Bloomfield
4. “The Relaxation Response” by Herbert Bensctn, PhD .

llh a t
2. Intimacy

1. Work positive. There »re no money problem s— only attintde
problem s. A go getter with the proper attitude cannot be denied.
2. Face poor fear. You’ll ahrays find the best fishing holes in the
places where the average fisherman is afraid to go.
3. Watch the crowd, then go in the <'

4. Commitment
5. Love
6. Friendship
7. Patience
8. Humor
9. Flexibility

; Aa »non as yon I
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1. Make a commitment.
2. Make it public.

FIVE WAYS TO CONFUSE SPELLCHECKER
Professor Linda MaxweS .
Sentatily Tliritm iky
L It’s, its
2. Two, too, to
3. They’re, there, their
4. Weather, whether
5. You’re, your

sSR'

M.

9. There is newer any
II, A netwwdt i sm hy

. . The two most important words: “Thank you,'
Tbe one moot important word: “We.”
The one least important words. 1 "

it n

THE 10 MOST IMPORTANT WORDS

!

m

The six most important words: “I admit I made a mistake.”
The five most important words: “You did a good job.”
The four most important words: “What do you think?”

■

I 12 WEALTH SECRETS

I. Yaw ate your wealth. The money that flows to you is just a

A s h o r t c o u r s e i n h u m a n r e l a t io n s j j j
(authoranknown)

TOP TEN RULES FOR
SUCCESS
T heCbHaraby afThm a'
1. Go to class — every day.
Z Study. Do the world
3. Choose your professors carefully and talk with them often.
4. Organize your tim e, study smart, play hard.
5. Get involved.
6. Develop a support system o f friends — don’t go it alone.
7. Seek help early and often.
8. Stay focused. Chases come first
» .E n jo y the ride.

are NO wealth secrets. COMMON SENSE + ACTION = POWER.
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AT THE FO X THEATER
Radium G irls Explodes at M S U

The Boxcar
Children W ere
Trailer Trash

Justine Burke
Staff Writer

R a d iu m
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With a name like Radium Girls, it’s hard
to know what to really expect out of a show
- is this a science project gone wrong or the
story of a group of futuristic women?
To a completely pleasant surprise, Radium
Girls was luckily about neither of those.
Set in 1920s Orange, N.J., Radium follows
Grace Fryer (Shamira Levy) and her woman
coworkers, all poisoned from their work in a
radium plant during the war.
As the story unravels, Grace digs deep to
find out the secret behind the radium, trying
to figure out the tru th behind her inevitable

jÙ tÈÈK Èà
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Radium factories, such as the one above, were closed down once the secret of its
danger revealed itself, it is these events that inspired the play Radium Girls.

death. Everyone in the audience experienced
a variety of emotions; uproars of laugh
ter from the comical performances to long
silences brought on by the intensity found in
complimentary performances.
Had this true story not captivated audi
ences on its own, the performances of all

the actors and actresses surely would
have; to say the show was casted per
fectly would be an understatement.
H eather Yorkanis’s portrayal as a
nosey and determined reporter was
SEE ‘RADIUM GIRLS’ ON P. 16

o
courtesy of Whitman & Co.
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AT PLAYERS THEATER:
o
Rocky Horror Proves Frightfully Fun
David Clarke
Staff Writer
R o c k y H o r r o r P ic t u r e S h o w
fh n Katie K>*wst’4y
S tarrin g . M iih a rì H rib -g frsl
W illiam Rnbtneun and Naths«

received dismal reviews and poor box office
results), it was re-released as a midnight
movie.
Now, over 30 years after the original

release of the film, it is still corrupt
ing the youth of America. But is the
SEE ‘ROCKY HORROR’ ON P. 16
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In 1975, a t the height of the sexual revolu
tion, when gay rights were ju st beginning to
catch on, one film managed to act as a haven
for social outsiders and sexual misfits.
The Rocky Horror Picture Show cap
tures the transgressive sexual politics of the
time while maintaining a sunny, fun and
always campy sensibility: it was the antiEisenhower.
Following the release of the film (which

I
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Dr. Frank ‘N Furter (Michael Hellegers) teaches Rocky (Nathan Hausman) the
responsibilities that come with being a man in The Rocky Horror Picture Show.

AT THE CINEMA:
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Few Laughs at Williams' New Comedy
Jeremy Slagle
Treasurer
M a n o f th e Y e a r
Di»" Hurry U".nw»m
j—— —
Stirring Bobir, W illiam L m J
J* *
f.»sn*} and/«ittriiWhUu«
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courtesy of Universal Pictures

The first time I saw a preview for Man
o f the Year, I told myself I had to go see it.
I’ve been a fan of Robin Williams for a long
time and when I thought of him combining
his phenomenal comedic talent with political
satire, I drooled at the thought of what the
results could be. Unfortunately, I was disap
pointed.
When you watch the previews and com
mercials for the movie, it seems like it
would be as funny as Wag the Dog or Good

Morning, Vietnam. This was a big
mistake in the choice of advertising,
as it sets up the viewer for a big let
down. Contrary to what you expect
to see, Man O f The Year is more of a
drama with predictable action than a
comedy.
This isn’t to say there weren’t
some hilarious moments in the movie.
With co-stars Christopher Walken and
Lewis Black, the first few minutes of
the movie had me holding my hand
over my mouth to keep from laugh
ing too loudly. For most of the movie,
though, it felt as if the three actors
were engaging in dialogue rather than
following a script. While it allows for
some funny moments, it ju st doesn’t
flow like a movie is expected to.
SEE ‘MAN OF THE YEAR’ ON P. 14
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Peter Schaus
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Boxcar children? More like trailer
children. More like white trash children.
Although the orphaned, Alden children
only lived self-sufficiently in the boxcar
for the first book of the series before their
wealthy grandfather adopted them, it’s
pretty obvious where their class level
remains. They might as well have stayed
in their boxcar, planted pink flamingoes
in the front lawn and engaged them
selves in incestuous situations.
In the first book, the eldest Alden
sibling, Henry, worked odd jobs to take
care of his younger sisters and brother.
As we all know, there is nothing more
white trash than having to work for your
money. It is common knowledge th at the
people most deserving of wealth and
privilege are those who are bom into it.
Let’s also look at the lack of parental con
trol in this boxcar: child neglect is very
gauche. While the upper class may put
laxatives in their daughter’s brown bag
for school if they are gaining too much
weight, they’d never let them live alone
in a boxcar. After all, what would the
neighbors think?
As we all know, they are adopted by
their rich grandfather and move onto
high society in Connecticut, all the while
wearing the stain of “new money.” Their
decision to spend their time solving mys
teries does nothing to combat this social
faux pas. They might as well have spent
their hard-earned wages on themselves
and their loved ones. Don’t they know
they’re supposed to embezzle their cash
flow from their companies, pump it into
stock investments and donate it to envi
ronmental relief programs after tool
ing around in their gas-guzzling Range
Rover SUV?
What’s the point of solving the mys
tery of your haunted house when you
can bulldoze over a forest and live in a
new development without fear of ghosts?
Right now, driving drunk, going on bel
ligerent anti-Semitic rants and calling
female officers “sugartits” is all the rage
in high society. There is nothing more
garden-variety and common then not
keeping up with recent trends. You might
as well use a Dell DJ and still watch
videos on your VCR.
If they had a shred of class, then they
would know they’re supposed to vilify
their best friend for gaining 10 pounds
at an anti-eating disorder gala and then
make fun of someone’s Ria parked next
to their Mercedes outside of an event
designed to help to bring an end to pov
erty.
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AT THE CINEM A (DONT.’D)

courtesy of Fox Searchlight

On his first trip to the United States, Bo rat (Sasha Baron Cohen) quickly discovers his favorite American export is hot girls with bikinis in the controversial new film Borat.

U .S . Cultural M orals O bliterated in
Peter Schaus
Arts & Entertainment Editor

B o ra t
I>ir Lorry Charles
Starring. $3$ba Baron Cohen, Ke
D arU iaa and Panada Ander«»

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

If it seems strange th at one of the first
five star ratings of the semester would go to
a movie where our protagonist invites a pros
titute to a Southern high society dinner party
after presenting a plastic bag of his own
excrement to the host and concludes with
the sacking and attem pted rape of Pamela
Anderson, well, then we’re ju st as surprised

as you are.
Borat (Sasha Baron Cohen) is a tele
vision news reporter from a small village
in Kazakhstan th at holds an annual event
called the “chasing of the Jew,” where local
children chase after an oversized Semitic
mask and try their best to be the first one
to break the “Jew egg” it lays. Other kooky
neighbors include the friendly local rapist
and Borat’s sister, who holds the distinction
of being the third best prostitute in the whole
town. Borat often greets her by sticking his
tongue down her throat.
Borat comes to the United States to shoot
a documentary about the American dream
with the help of his assistant Azamat (Ken
Davitian). However, things change one night
when he turns on his television and sees

an old episode of Baywatch. He then makes
it his plan to track down Pamela Anderson
in California and bulldozes his way across
the country in an ice cream truck, offending
nearly everyone he meets.
Borat seems almost like a war against
the wave of political correctness th at first
surfaced in the 1990s and has been leading
our country ever since. There is something
in Borat to offend everyone, and that’s what
gives the movie most of its strength'. If you
don’t leave the theater feeling offended, the
movie hasn’t done its job. Borat doesn’t just
hold up a m irror to the present day American
values, it smashes your free into it.
Sometimes, it takes a worse-case scenario
to find a best-case scenario. Borat is, in every
sense of the word, a worst-case scenario: he’s

Borat

racist, misbgyhiStic, homophobic and even
barbaric. However, by exploiting stereotypes
and showing the absurdity of them, the film
does more work for preaching tolerance than
those th at try to eliminate the stereotypes,
politicize these issues and dilute them until
they are more mainstream-friendly.
Borat is extremely anti-Semitic, but when
he is faced with an elderly Jewish couple, he
believes th at they are the “Jews” in disguise,
later transforming themselves into a pair of
cockroaches. How does he combat the “Jew”
cockroaches? By throwing money at them.
After he has sex with two men in a hotel
room, Borat doesn’t start to regret what he
has done until after he finds out th at both the
SEE ‘BORAT’ ON P. 16

MAN OF THE YEAR
A /
After Tom Dobbs (Williams) announces
his candidacy for President on his television
show, his actions become very serious and his
spontaneous comedic moments are almost
non-existent. It’s not until he takes the advice
of his manager, Jack Menken (Walken) and
writer, Eddie Langston (Black), th at he turns
up the juice.
At the debate between the Presidential
candidates, Dobbs breaks with protocol and
starts making statem ents and accusations
about the other candidates, who he says “play
party politics” and “have forgotten th at they
serve the people.” This monologue of accusa
tions, debate and extremely well-made points
lasts for several minutes.
The main plot of the movie revolves
around the actual results of the election. For
the first time, everyone voted on a computer-

CONTINUED FROM R 1 3

based system run by one company: Delacroy
Systems.
When a certain employee, Eleanor Green
(Laura Linney) finds and reports a glitch in
the system to CEO Hemmings (Rick Roberts)
and his sidekick/head of security Alan
Stewart (Jeff Goldblum), actions are taken
to prevent the information from leaking to
the public. Throw in some greed, scheming,
a complicated romance and an attem pt, at
“silencing” someone who could ruin you, and
you have the rest of Man O f The Year.
Even though the movie was not a com
edy as it was portrayed to be, it was incred
ibly poignant and a topically driven political
movie showing the state of political affairs
in our country today. Dobbs brings up many
topics, such as the big oil industries, special
interest groups, gay marriage and ethics of

politicians, all ofwhich are quite relevant top
ics with examples from present day politics.
Dobbs also brings to light behavior traits
of politicians, like too big (and obviously fake)
smiles they give everyone th at most of us
happen to pass over Now while the movie
could be seen as a two hour public service
announcement for getting out the vote and
knowing what the real issues are, I believe it
makes the audience wake up and smell the
politics.
Something th at bothered me about the
movie was the cinematography itself The
way the movie was filmed and edited seems
to be a juvenile attem pt at a professional job.
The fighting and camera angles seemed to be
off or very strange at points.
Even the use of real footage from the
House of Representatives looked raw and

basic when inserted into the movie. Perhaps
the vision of director Barry Levinson was to
use as much professionalism in the filming of
the movie as there was actual comedy used.
When I saw this movie, I was on duty
for my first aid squad. This specific movie
theater doesn’t charge for ambulance or fire
personnel ip the town when they are on duty,
as we would have to leave if there was a call
and then lose our money. Be th at as it was,
I am quite glad th at I didn’t fork out $10 to
watch this movie.
While it had a few good points and some
great jokes, they cannot save this movie. My
advice: save your money. Wait for this movie
to come out on HBO and watch it for free. If
it were up to me, I would have made this a
“made for TV” movie and use it as it’s best
suited: a public service announcement.
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. Tel: 973-754-4055
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LOOKING FOR EGG DONORS

For MSU Students ONLY!!

EARN $8000.00 BY
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55 East Main Street • Little Falls!

N orth Jersey Fertility A ssociates, L LC is seeking egg donors
o f all ethnic backgrounds betw een 21-32 years o f age
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Candidates m ust be N ew Jersey residents. Please send a photo
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A sk to speak to o u r nursing staff.

$ 8000.00
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Dead Rising Awakens New Expectations
Robert Fruhmann
Staff Writer

Dead Rising

This is where the game can be a bit
unforgiving.
If you are not able to reach a certain
place or character by a certain time,
then you will not activate an event th at
helps the story unfold.
While you are still able to complete
the game, not triggering certain events
will force you to sta rt the game over or,
worse, play through it again.

Small dark rooms, spooky music,
limited weapons: if these factors are
what draw you into a survival horror
game, then it’s about time you tried out “Of course, killing
something different.
In Capcom’s Dead Rising for the zombies is a key
Xbox 360, photojoumalist Frank West
element in the game,
travels to a remote, quarantined town to
investigate what authorities are calling but a big draw to Dead
an act of mass rioting.
Dropped on to the m all roof by heli R ising is its interesting
copter, Frank tells the pilot to pick him
up in three days. Only after he enters and diverse selection
the mall does Frank come face to face of death-dealing
with why the place is quarantined: zom
bies.
devices.”
While Frank’s top priority is to stay
alive, he is still a dedicated journalist
who means to do his job, even under
Being a photojournalist, F rank
the current circumstances. With limited always has his camera with him to pho
time to find out the tru th about the zom tograph these events and other things,
bie outbreak, you must move quickly. such as survivors, zombies or battles,
Platform: Xbox 360

Genre: Action

Publisher: Capcom

C IN EM A (C O N T .’D):

atmosphere in other survival horror
games, Dead Risings mall plays Muzak
over the speaker system.
So, not only are you exterm inating
the zombies to the gentle, easy-listening
melodies, but you’re also shopping the
mall for different weapons to take them
out with.
One problem with this game is that
when it’s not played on a HDTV or
a large screen, reading the message
prompts and character dialogue is next
to impossible because they appear in
such a small font. But beyond th at issue,
this game is sure to bring a lot of action
and a lot of fun to your 360.

m

courtesy of Capcom

US Release Date: 8.8.06

Current Price $59.99

FOX THEATER (CONT.’D):

BORAT

RADIUM GIRLS

CONTINUED FROM R 14

CONTINUED FROM R 1 3

courtesy of outnow.ch

Our titular hero leads us around his humble village in the country of Kazakhstan in Borat.

men were “homosexuals.”
For all its social relevance, Borat isn’t a
movie th at takes itself too seriously, as it has
enough crude humor to make the guys from
Jackass blush with embarrassment. It cham
pions vulgarity for the mainstream in the
same way th at John Waters blew the senses
of midnight movie audience in the 1970s.
The guerilla filmmaking style of Borat
is also groundbreaking in its own right. A
majority of the film is made up of unscripted,
on-the-fly interactions with everyday people
and focus group leaders who signed a release
to join in the fun.
Unfortunately, much of the movie’s humor

which will help increase your score and
level you up.
Of course, killing zombies is a key
element in the game, but a big draw
to Dead Rising is its interesting and
diverse selection of death-dealing devic
es.
Weapons in the game range from the
usual, like guns and melee weapons,
to ones not so likely to be seen in other
survival horror games, like soccer balls,
salmon and gumball machines. Even
items around the m all can be used as
weapons. Is a small group of zombies
surrounding you? Pick up th at bench
and throw it at them! If one is still
standing, then you can smash a potted
plant over his head.
You are not alone in this dilemma.
Other survivors are spread out through
the game. You can join up and work
together, leave them alone or even- use
them as zombie bait and take a picture.
Giving a survivor a handgun is a
good move because they seem to never
run out of ammo, unlike Frank, and
they can cover you while you get to play
with more amusing weapons. Putting a
melee weapon'on a survivor ju st seemed
to get them in the way of your attacks.
Instead of th at fam iliar, spooky
orchestra music th at helps fill out the

is directed toward them instead of with
them.
However, the documentary feel is impera
tive to help the film bring about its greatest
message: these are the way things are in
America today and this is why we need to
change them.
Normally, it would be strange for a movie
as off-color, crude and offensive as Borat is to
be getting a nationwide release, but the qual
ify of the film helps it to break away from the
usual restrictions. A movie like Borat needs
to be seen to be believed. Make your way to
the cinema; you’ll never look at the United
States in the same way again.

one of the most comical performances of the
entire show Her consistent Tm -better-thanyou” attitude over competing reporter, played
by Philip Casale, provided the audience with
definite comic relief in what would have been
an otherwise serious play.
Just as the play had comic relief it defi
nitely had characters th at provided a great
sense of seriousness and genuine perfor
mance. Joe Conti, portraying C.B. “Charlie”
Lee, presented to the audience a character
with such emotion th at it was impossible to
not be completely drawn whenever he was on
stage. Both Rachel Brown (playing Kathryn
Schaub, friend to Grace) and Mike Lisdo
(playing Tom Krieder, boyfriend of Fryer) had
outstanding performances, both trying their
hardest to keep their hopes alive and to help
Grace in the hardest of times.
Aside from the great casting of supporting
roles and the simplistic yet incredibly use
ful scenery and lighting design, what really
grabbed audience attention were the perfor
mances by Shamira Levy in her portrayal of
Grace Fryer and Jon Barker in his portrayal
of A rthur Roeder.
Levy, a junior theatre and dance major,
not only demonstrated an incredible ability
to handle the overbearing role of an ailing
woman, but also an amazing understanding
of character dynamic and an ability to really
sway the audience with her own shifting
emotions. Toward the end of Act 1, the trans
formation th at Levy has her character go
through is undeniably remarkable -- chang
ing Fryer from an upbeat and lively young
lady to a realistic and dying woman.
In addition to her own personal perfor
mance, Levy had incredible chemistry with

' \

practically every character she came across
in the show, especially Liscio’s character.
Most importantly, Levy never broke char
acter, even when she was simply observ
ing people in their own dialogues. Through
her facial expressions and body language, it
seemed th at Levy had actually become Grace
Fryer.
;
Opposite Levy was Jon Barker, a theatre
major. His performance was nothing short of
convincing, powerful and passionate.
Although he had the difficult task of
playing the bad guy, there was not a single
instant where he did not have all eyes on him
whenever he took the stage. His dramatic
monologues, intense dialogues and incredible
display of emotion were what really drew the
audience in.
Throughout the show, it became clear that
Barker was truly talented rr he knew exactly
when to take center stage, and exactly when
to back down and have his counterparts
share the limelight. Every line that Barker
recited ju st proved to the audience even more
th at he knew exactly what he was doing up
there - he too, like Levy, became his charac
ter.
From the simplistic yet effective costumes
and sound design to the perfect casting of
the show, there is no other word for Radium
Girls th at could describe it more perfectly
than amazing. A round of applause should be
offered to all those involved with thé show:
director Jim Ligon and all of the designers,
actors, actresses and assistants.
For anyone who missed the show, however,
ju st know th at you missed performances that
could be associated with an element other
than radium. Gold, anyone?
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Aftet-twp years oflhe rudest possible «in McGreeveyJokes,
,NewJerseyresidents cannowrgoiee at thefeet that oarstate gov
ernment has taken steps toroake sure a faction ofour community
hasequalrights. Nowlegislators have 180daysto callgaynuptials
either %J$ril union or marriage. This in itselfis a semantic# para
doxthat leaves everyone scratchingtheirheads asking, “What’s the
difference?"
The only difference as of now is the weal “marriage," which
goodChristians in this state and aroundthe countryaregrinching
about. ■lhw dare they defile the sacred vow of marriage!5’seems
to be the tone of soccer moms and twice-divorced worfch-hdics
aroundthe Garden State. But has anyone told themheterosexual
marriage is a failed institutionanyways? Whoare they tojudge?
In 20p4, the New der^y State Legislature passed a domestic
partnership law, which gave gay couples only a fraction of the 800
laws that protect heterosexual married couples. Now same-sex
couples are given all 800 laws protecting them and their spouse
fromany legal ramifications. Comeeticut and Vermont have mil
unions for same-sex couples while Massachuetts has same-sex
marriages.
One ef^he main reasons fra*this changing of the guard i^tibe
I New Jersey State Supreme Court ruling that not having civil
unions in place for same sex couples is a violation of the equal
rightsprotectionclause intheNewJerseyState Constitution.With
that said, this has been dubbedAmerica’s Pe^“civil right-. mo\oment*
Montclair State University’s own Cindy Meneghin has been
smeared across CNN and Associated Press articles alike. Her
quote, “Seperatebut equal,is not equal,"hascasta parallel shadow
over another important case in US. history, Brown v. Board of
Education. Ifyouhaven’t brusheduponyourU.S. historyas oflate,
Brown v. Board ofEducation overturned the 1896 Supreme Court
: case Pfessy v. Fergusonrequiringblacks and vdiites to seperate in
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“it should amaze most New Jersey
residents .that it took 52 years for one
o f title last groups in society to get
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society aalong as everythingwas square across the board Asthe
yearspassedon,the 1954Supreme CourtridingofBrown v.Board
ofEducation proved this was indeed a defect» situation.
Fifty-two years after this ruling, with race being the-main
issue, gender seems to take its place. Racial equality is still nut
upto par, but dejure laws have protectedindividuals ofcolorfrom
getting exploitedlike so manyothers inAmerica’s checkered past.
It should amaze most NewJersey residents that it took 52 years
for one ofthe last groups in society to get their equal rights written in stgoe-' -.
Let’s not be mistaken here. This newly found momentumcan
gfrehu&anbeings the greatest protection they’ll everneedinthis
world: the law of the land. Just because someone is homophobic
and an intensely devout Christian does not mean they should
disagree with this new ruling, It was a long time coming. Even
if you are a heterosexual, empathize with ftps situation and ask
yourself;what if I couldn’t legallybe with the one I love?”
Cindy Meneghin is a good human being: She and her partner
Maureen Killian have raised two kids with support and devo
tion. We need more people like her in America to lead the wayby
example. She is a betterAmericanthan some, If.you don’t believe
us, (heckwhat PresidentGeorgeW.Bushsaid about NewJersey's
newstepin the right direction. We can tell you it’s not pretty.
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Thumbs U p

to being able to vote on
Tuesday.

Thumbs down,

to an Israel vs. Palestine
arguem ent a t the “C”
Store on Tuesday morning.

Thumbs up

to gay civil unions going
to New Jersey’s state
legislature.

Thumbs down

to no Independent Studies
because of budget cuts.

DEM OCRATS

REPUBLICANS

By Tom Shields
Opinion Editor

By Diana Salameh
Assistant Feature Editor

“Keeping up w ith the Joneses” is a term
middle-class Republicans in New Jersey
should be fam iliar with. It seems this
weird breed of political m utants stand for
Republican social agendas, rather th an their
economic and political issues. The 2006 mid
term elections are not about social agendas,
and if you think so, I have a bridge to sell
you. This year’s November elections are not
about illegal immigration, abortion rights
and M ark Foley’s swollen phallus. The
midterms are about Iraq, the th reat of ter
rorism and ethics in government, according
to a recently conducted CNN poll of voters’
concern.
As for our economy, last week, President
Bush has opened up his new battlefront,
saying th at Democrats will most likely raise
taxes if they take control ofthe House and the
Senate. Former Vermont Governor Howard
Dean countered, saying th at the Democrats
would only raise taxes to those who received
huge incentives including oil companies,

Tom Kean, candidate for U.S. Senate,
feels as if the United States needs to work on
fixing its broken pieces. In order to fix these
pieces, Kean says he would be the best-suited
candidate to do so.
New Jersey residents are able to see
th at the problems in our capital need to be
addressed and fixed. Washington is broken,
according to Kean, and he believes “if we are
ever going to address the problems th at face
our country in a real and meaningful way, we
m ust first enact reforms th at th at will foster
accountability, transparency and restore the
tru st th at is missing between elected offi
cials and the people they represent.”
The well-established political cultures of
both Trenton and Washington, D.G., stand
in the way of significant improvement for the
residents of New Jersey. The “insider deals”
and “horse trading” only help politicians
with their own power. Kean, however, thinks
th at he can make a difference by putting the
needs of the citizens before those of the
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AND EVERYONE IN B ETW EEN
By Amanda Craig-Newquist
Columnist

The “Founding Fathers” of our nation
feared tru e democracy. Under a tru e democ
racy, working people, who make up a major
ity of the population, would have the power
to vote for representatives who support their
interests rather th an the interests of the
wealthy few. For this reason, great efforts
were made to control the “great beast,” as
Alexander Hamilton is said to have called
the common people. In Jerry Fresia’s book
Toward A n American Revolution, he quotes
Hamilton as having said, “All communities
divide themselves into the few and many.
The first are the rich and the well-born, the
SEE “IN BETWEEN” ON PAGE 18
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help Republicans and Democrats find solu
which is true to form. Mr. Dean’s com His fluffy, vague stance on serious issues politicians.
tions to file long-term disputes facing Social
Kean
believes
America
m
ust
promote
ment about tax deductions for oil companies are nothing compared to Menendez, who
Security, so this program can continue to
advanced
placement
and
international
bac
calls for the $14.5 billion is actually going out there and sponsoring
provide for America in the future.
calaureate
program
s
in “black gold” incentives legislation to improve.New Jersey residents’
Prescription drug coverage P art D to
in
our
schools,
and
not
passed by Congress in way of living. Having another Democrat in
Medicare
has been disadvantaged by confu
accept only standard
July of 2005. The deduc the Senate will help isolate President Bush
sion
and
glitches, which has forced states
curriculums. We simply
tions included tax breaks and'major Republican pigs in Congress, who
like
New
Jersey
to spend their own resources
cannot accept the status
for investigating new use personal interests to pass legislation.
to
ensure
th
at
some
patients are not cut off
quo. Kean thinks th at
methods of energy and Take Speaker of the House Dennis H astert
from
their
essential
medications
during the
challenging students
expanding production, for example. He earm arked his own private
transition.
Kean
wants
the
federal
govern
will help to build up
besides record quarters property for parkway development in Illinois. DIANA
ment
to
fully
reim
burse
New
Jersey
and
our school systems. He
TOM
in revenue. Of last year’s He then turned around and sold the property SALAM EH
other
states
for
these
expenses,
as
well
as
SHIELDS
hopes to encourage stu
ASSISTANT
$56 billion federal tax for a profit of around $2 million.
OPINION EDITOR
ensure
th
at
this
new
program
operates
in
an
dents to excel in school
Unfortunately, Bob Menendez has come FEATURE EDTIÒR
cuts passed by the Senate
by
offering aid to low- professional and cost-effective manner.
under
fire
as
of
late
for
renting
out
property
in December, 84.2 percent of tax benefits
Since 9/11, the federal government has
were given to the wealthiest 20 percent of to a non-profit organization group th at was, income students, as well as scholarships
spent
over $8 billion to help state and local
Americans, while the other 80 percent of federally funded. Over a -nine-year span to high-achieving students in high-income
governments
prepare for terrorist attacks,
Americans only benefit from 15.8 percent. he has collected $300,000 in landlord fees. areas.
according
to
TomKean.com.
Because of poli
Kean also believes th at legal immigration
This is pure, trickle-down theory, (Reagan- But to Menendez’s defense, he charged rent
tics
in
Congress,
too
little
of
this money has
Economics) which includes ■sodomizing the lower than the going rate. Despite this, is im portant for the future of our nation and
gone
to
high
risk
states
like
New
Jersey. In
poor of America into submission with new Menendez is against political corruption. He America must encourage it. However, illegal
2005,
Wyoming,
the
nation’s
least
populous
fees on Medicaid and the pinching of college even dumped a close advisor who asked for immigration, although sometimes the only
state,
got
nearly
four
times
more
per
person
student loans while the middle class foots work favors using Menendez’s name to make option for foreigners, threatens both our
in
federal-to-state
counterterrorism
grants
national and economic security if unchecked
headway.
the bill.
than
New
Jersey
did,
despite
the
higher
Though there has been corruption on and uncontrolled. Kean believes legislation
On our state level, Senator Robert
population
and
terror
risk
Kean
wants
all
Menendez should be re-elected in his bid as both sides of the 109th Congress, Republican can be passed through Congress th at would
federal
homeland
security
funds
to
be
dis
New Jersey Senator. Menendez has bent over swine like Jack Abramoff, Tom Delay* and respect both im m igrant heritage, as well as
tributed based on risk, not politics, and said
backwards to help out middle and working- Jerry Lewis (not the comedian) far outweigh legal values, th at have stood as the frame
he will fight to ensure th at high risk areas
class families, which should appeal to every Democrat dogs. Carelessness has also run work of American history.
Kean strongly disagrees with President likp New Jersey have the resources they need
one reading this article. He has co-sponsored ram pant. Case in point, in 2003, when the
to keep their citizens safe.
legislation to increase the state minimum Senate Armed Service Committee held hear Bush’s immigration plan and, according to
Although controversial at many times,
TomKean.com,
would
have
voted
against
ings
a
couple
of
weeks
before
the
invasion
of
wage to $7.25 and has co-sponsored legisla
electing
a candidate for office cannot be
tion to protect unions and workers’ rights. Iraq, senators held an open forum to question the bill recently passed by the United States
taken
lightly.
Getting to know the candi
He is against the war in Iraq, but supports ovn motives to take over Iraq and tu rn it into Senate th at granted amnesty for those who
dates,
as
well
as
their views on issues, is the
have broken our laws and entered our coun
our troops to the fullest by wanting increase a democracy.
best
way
to
see
who
is the best match in your
The meeting lasted less than three hours, try illegally.
in pay for m ilitary personnel, especially
opinion
for
office.
If
we
as Americans want to
Few citizens in America are more over
when they need to provide for their family. and the only serious question brought up was
make
a
difference,
we
have to sta rt by vot
His introduction of the Citizen-Soldier Relief by Senator John Warner, who asked General taxed th an New Jersey residents. Kean
Act is to exempt troops from taxation on Richard Meyers if we were capable and ready strongly believes th at working New Jersey ing.
to fight, in Iraq. The rest of the time sena families should be allowed to keep more of Diana Salameh, an English major, in her
additional services to this country.
Tom Kean, Jr., who is running against tors lobbied personal agendas for their own their hard-earned money and wants to keep first year as Assistant Feature Editor for
Menendez, is actually not a bad guy at all. districts. In hindsight, we’re about to have income tax rates low by m aking permanent The Montclarion.
But in this Senate race he could be way oyer one of the biggest invasions in American the 2001 and 2003 tax cuts and ending the
his head, as inexperience could get the best of history since the Gulf War and three hours M arriage Penalty tax for good, and ensuring
him. Menendez has 14 years of experience in of watered-down questioning is sufficient to th at the Alternative Minimum Tax does not
Congress while Kean only has five years in these animals? Sorry, th at ju st does not cut entrap middle-class Americans.
Kean also wants a repeal of the Death
the state branch. Menendez is a crafty veter it.
Tax
th at penalizes “well-to-do” Americans
This
is
why
Kean
should
not
be
elect
an whose eye on the working man overshad
with
heavy
taxes. Kean also feels as if federal
ed
state
senator.
Another
Republican
in
ows Kean’s ambitions to abolish, the Death
spending
is
out of control. He wants to work
Congress
means
less
opportunity
for
change.
Tax. (The Death Tax is a tax on someone’s
to
bring
fiscal
discipline to Congress by “sup
In
this
year’
s
election
it
is
not
Bob
Menendez
family inheritance, which Kean is staunchly
porting
a
balanced
budget, reducing porkvs.
Tom
Kean
Jr.
It
is
Bob
Menendez
vs.
The
against. The reason: His father, former New
barrel
projects
and
fighting
against waste,
Republican
Congress.
Jersey Governor Tom Kean, Sr., will be
fraud
and
abuse,”
according
to TomKean.
When
going
into
the
voter
booth
this
leaving him a hefty chunk of change when
com.
Tuesday,
you
must
ask
yourself
this
one
he kicks the bucket.) The Republican candi
Kean wants to keep benefits of Social
date’s positive attributes is th at he’s against query, “Is questionable unethical behavior for
Security
for current recipients and those
one
who
benefits
the
middle
class
acceptable,
unethical political behavior in Washington,
nearing
retirem
ent. At the same time, he
or
is
unquestionable
unethical
behavior
for
which is a rarity for a Republican.
wants
to
make
changes
to keep the program
the
few
th
at
benefits
no
one
unacceptable?
With New Jersey being a key state in help
“in
the
black”
for
future
generations. Kean
Tom
Shields,
a
history
major,
in
his
first
year
as
ing the Democrats take control of the Senate,
hopes
to
work
with
the
U.S. Senate and
Opinion
Editor
for
The
Montclarion.
this is where Kean is treading deep water.

IN BETWEEN
CONTINUED FROM P17

other the mass of the people ... The people
are turbulent and changing; they seldom
judge or determine right. Give, therefore, to
the first class a distinct,
permanent share in the
government.” Thus the
Constitution established
the Electoral College
and the Senate* both
of which were designed
to provide a barrier
between the people and
AM AN DA
the government and
CRAIGprevent the majority of
NEWQUIST
COLUMNIST
people from having their
voices heard.
Property qualifications were required for
citizens to obtain voting rights, and neither
women nor minorities were allowed to vote.
Slowly, these restrictions ended and a new
system was established to keep'the major
ity from gaining power. It was the party
system never foreseen in the Constitution
because there were no parties then that
really sealed the deal in keeping the working

class repressed.
The party system is a great technique
for keeping power in the control of the rich.
W ithin th is system, voters m ust choose
between candidates who have been selected
by the parties. It is impossible for one to get
elected without the support of a major party
behind them. And who controls both par
ties? The capitalists do. Bankers and finan
ciers control them, along with the owners
and leaders of large corporations and other
powerful business groups: the wealthy few.
impression of freedom of choice, the tru th of
the m atter is th at they both serve the inter
ests of the wealthy elite, not the majority.
In fact, most common people’s interests
fall more in line with a socialist line of
thinking than anything else. Most workers
in the United States agree upon the desire
for national health care, family allowances
and more affordable education issues, which
would benefit them directly. Providing social
services for the working class majority does
not benefit the wealthy capitalists, and there
fore neither party would do so. Aside from

these issues, another huge problem with
the voting system in the United States is
th at it supports the illusion of democracy.
It serves as a method of distraction for the
people, as we are presented with the parties’
pre-selected candidates and offered the free
dom of “choice” between them. The voting
system only serves to benefit the wealthy
elite because they know th at as long as we
buy into the illusion of democracy, we won’t
get angry and revolt against it. As long as
people keep heading to the polls and then
retreat into apathy after elections, their rep
resentatives are given the green light by the
people to go on to protect the interest of their
parties.
If the system works against the interest of
the working people and both the Democratic
and Republican parties are controlled by big
business, is there any point in even going to
the polls and voting? The point is, regardless
of whether you do decide to vote, none of us
should let the extent of our political activity
involve watching Jon Stewart and Stephen
Colbert and trudging out to the polls every

two or four years.
Our “Founding Fathers” were right to fear
the power of a unified working class. If the
people were to come together and take action
in the interest of their own welfare, th at
action would directly contradict the interests
of the wealthy elite who currently benefit
under the United States government. The
power is in the people, but only if they join
together and choose to use it.
This is why we need to question what the
government and the media tell uS. We need
to seek out answers to those questions and
we need to make the tru th known. We need
to get active about issues th at concern us and
affect the world th at we live in. Changing the
system can only begin with an awareness of
its flaws. Awareness can only come when
people begin to ask questions and seek the
truth.

Amanda Craig-Newquist, an English major, in her
first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
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OPINION

Start a Student Revolution at MSU
A Senior’s Last Call for More Involvement and Membership in University Organizations
I consider myself one of the lucky ones;
the past three years I’ve spent at Montclair
State University have made me who. I am
today. Looking back, I
remember every single
minute of my freshm an
orientation. I remem
ber ordering pizza at
midnight with my new
college friends, the
m
MÉÈÊSÈk ' lip-synch contest, The
Rpcky Horror Picture
JAM IE B.
Show, everything.
DRESCHER
The thing th at sticks
COLUMNIST
in my mind the most
is probably seeing
Jacob V. Hudnut and Ron Botelho, Student
Government Association President and Vice
President 2003-2005 speak, respectively.
They spoke about the things they wanted
to accomplish and what they had already
accomplished. They spoke about the friend
ships and relationships they made. That
was July, 2003, and I remember sitting in
Memorial Auditorium, turning to my mother
and saying, “I w ant to do that.”
The SGA was the first organization that
I joined. I had my petition finished my first
night of school and couldn’t wait for the
first meeting. I walked into room 411 of the
Student Center, the former SGA meeting
room, thinking th at I owned the place.
Well, I quickly learned th at my bratty
Long Island attitude was not going to help
me get anything accomplished. I switched
gears and read every old Montclarion th at I
could get my hands on. I read old bills th at
had passed and failed and I got to the second
meeting with a new attitude and an incred-

^ •,

“The SGA gave me a push in the right direction. If I
was having a bad day, I could walk into the student
center and see at least a hundred people that I knew
and strike up a conversation about anything.”

ible wealth of knowledge about Montclair
and the changes the past legislators tried to
make.
Thanks to the SGA, I joined many other
organizations th at have made my college
experience worth it. I restarted the College
Life Union Board, which gives away thou
sands of dollars of stuff at homecoming, and
which puts on W inter Ball, the biggest dance
of the semester. I also joined the yearbook,
becoming the Editor-in-Chief last year. I was
part of the EMS squad on campus and on the
executive board for RecBoard. I’m a sister of
Sigma Sigma Sigma International Sorority
and now I’m w riting for The Montclarion.
I remember sitting in the Webster Hall
lounge my freshm an year, reading The
Montclarion and saying to myself, “I could do
this.” The SGA gave me a push in the right
direction. If I was having a bad day, I could
walk into the student center and see at least
a hundred people th at I knew and strike up
a conversation about anything.
For those of you who are not freshmen,
you may know th at I ran for the office of
Treasurer twice unsuccessfully, I wanted to
be involved; SGA is something th at I am so

.
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about this university. Complaining about it
to your roommate is not going to help. You
need to make the complaint known. The
shuttles can’t be fixed until it is brought to
the attention of transportation. The dining
halls can’t be open longer until you show the
adm inistration th at it is what the students
want.
Another great thing about the SGA is
th at you get to know the adm inistration on
a personal level. They can explain to you
why parking is the way it is and what they
are trying to do to make it better. The SGÀ
can show you th at there is stuff to do on the
weekends, and if it doesn’t interest you, then
make your own program. The SGA can show
you how to set up a program and advertise it
to the students.
I’ve done all I could on Wednesdays at
3 p.m. and it’s time for you to walk into
University Hall and make this campus the
way it should be. Make it the way the students
want it. There are only seven Wednesdays
left in the fall 2006 semester.

passionate about. I wish I could go back and
do it all over, including the loss. I would go
back and redo every debate and every bill. I
wish I could write more bills and try and help
improve the quality of student life.
Sitting here as a senior, it saddens me to
know th at Tm not able to do more and get the
students what they deserve. Graduate school
applications are calling and my workload
doesn’t leave much free time.
The SGA is stressful and hard work,
no doubt about that. A sturdy backbone is
definitely a prerequisite to join in g, but it
was worth every stressful moment. I can’t Jamie B. Dreschet, a recreation major, is in her
first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
explain how much the SGA will always be
a part of me. No m atter where you stand
regarding what I did as a legislator, I made a
difference, at least in my mind anyway.
The SGA is suffering this year. How
can 20 people make decisions on behalf of
16,000? Freshm an, Are your shuttles run
ning on time? Juniors, Are you sick of all this
construction? Commuters, is parking still
aweful? Hotel residents,- are you kidding?
Fight and get more residence halls. Get in
there and make your voice heard. Every sin
gle one of you has_an opinion and a complaint

y
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Shortage of Squatting Space

Statistic
o f the
Week

Resting Areas Wanted for School’s Commuters and Residents
It is mid-morning and my first class has
just ended. I look at my watch to see th at I
am early to meet up with my friend w ith'
whom I had planned
to spend the two-hour
break with before our
next class. The plan
was to get some home
work done so th at we
could enjoy a stressfree weekend. There
was one catch, however,
since
it was raining out
JAMIE-LYNN
side: finding a place to
CORYELL
COLUMNIST
sit.
As students at
a commuter-dominated
school, we all know th at finding a decent
place to sit is like finding a parking spot on
campus — an absolute miracle. Needless to
say, the search for a seat was more stressful
than our homework was.
The best known fact, aside from the hor
rible parking situation, is th at Montclair
State University commuters make up the
majority of the population (about three quar
ters). So why is it always such a project when
it comes to finding somewhere to hang out
with friends or by ourselves?
Most people have at least one break dur
ing the week before they need to rush to their
next class. On beautifiil days, students flock
to the student center quad to sit on the steps
and enjoy the nice weather. I do not know
about you, but once the rain pomes and the
blizzards hit, I want to find a warm, dry
place to sit inside. But where is there to go?
Some may argue th at the library has a
decent amount of places to hang out and th at
there are some sitting areas around each of
the buildings located on campus. However, if
you are meeting with a group of people, there

“Quite often, I walk into the student center or
Partridge Hall and the few seats are already full
of sleeping students. University Hall has scattered
sitting area... [but] the $64 million high-tech building
cannot provide for everyone’s needs.”

just are not enough seats. Quite often, I walk
into the student center or Partridge Hall and
the few seats are already full of sleeping stu
dents. University Hall has scattered sitting
areas, but with the huge amount of students
on campus between 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. the $64
million high-tech building cannot provide for
everyone’s needs.
Despite the library’s more accommodating
space for people who wish to study, I have yet
to do work there this semester. I am the type
of person who needs to socialize with people
and I love to talk. In the library or the small
areas around campus, I actually have to keep
quiet, as if it were not enough I actually had
to sit still during classes! The student center
provides a warm, welcoming feeling, where
people can meet with groups, friends or ju st
sit by themselves. Even without a friend to
keep me company, I am surrounded by other
students who, even if they are ju st running
in for a cup of coffee, make the atmosphere
less stuffy.
Perhaps the student center provides stu
dents a center meeting place because of its
home-like atmosphere, where all students
can get a bite to eat and talk with class
mates. On a rainy day, when people have no

where else to go, the four couches upstairs
ju st do not cut it. The commuter lounge is too
far away from civilization, and no one visits
the downstairs much. The cafeteria can get
too loud for carrying on a conversation, and
the Rathskeller does not open as early as it
used to.
So where are students supposed to go? I
realize it can be hard to adjust to the needs
of every student, but you have to admit, there
are few places, especially around the most
populated section of campus, where people
can sit with friends and talk. Perhaps the
opening of the coffee place in the library
will provide more seating. But will people be
able to talk and spend a significant amount
of time there during a lengthy break? Will
workers become annoyed quickly with the loi
tering of pain-in-the-neck college students?
Maybe admissions should take more
things besides money into consideration.
Where else is there for us to go? Paper,
parking and dorms have already been taken
away, and now seating has become limited
too. W hat will be next?
Jamie-Lynn Coryell, a business major, is in her
second year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

4, 861,279
Number o f
New Jersey
voters
registered
to cast a
ballot on
November
7th.
" S l __________________
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OPINION

Commander-InC hiefs
Line of the
Week:

Q u e s t i o n

o ff

T h e W e e k
"W hat state and fe d e ra l
issu es d o you th in k sh o u ld be
add ressed a fte r th e N ovem ber
electio n s?"

JO Y
JA C K S O N

!I t ’s a n a m a z in g country, you

Yean Senior
Major:
Adult fitness

know ? W h en you’ve got to ta l

r“Titeissues

s tra n g e rs p ra y in g for a guy

SGI ff SMITH

lik e m e. I t re a lly is. I th in k it

Beloved son o f Mic and Mrs.

addressed are
fm andal aidfpir
college students, social security, taxes,
gas prices and child obesity.”

IQ Smith

m a k e s u s v e ry u n iq u e a s a

S E N T T O I R A Q D U R IN G
OFFICIAL S L O G A N
„

n a tio n a n d I e m b race it.”

STAY THE COURSE
TfUSIA

KILLED IN IR A Q . DURING
NEW OFFICIAL SLOGAN
,,

VICTORY IS ESSENTIAL

-G eorge W. B u sh

BARRIGER

Year

to M elissa C h a rb o n n e a u of
Undecided

th e C h ris tia n B ro a d ca stin g

‘T am not too
sure, but same-

N etw o rk on T uesday.

courtesy of mctcampus.com

D A N IE L
ZUCKERM AN

T h e

Year: Freshman
M ajorBusiness

II

“That New

G I'A N A

WALKER
Year:
g

*

a

'iH K i

Dem Editor.
I Jix.uk you for 11« incredfbiy insightful and thuughte
|provoking article on Kristy Thomas in your E ntertainer
of th e Week column. I'm so glad that in this, th e 21st
leers urv. we can have such sin openly misogynistk and
homophobic point of view and pass it off a s entertain
|meat Thank you for p erp ettta ia ^ stereotypes and hav
ing no sense of soda! responsibility,
j Yes. we all love to poke fun at pop culture, h it you
have taken this too far. Regardless of whether th e article
was pure entertainm ent il does nothing to enlighten
y m t readership atboul the absurdity of itereotypes. It
irtTinlc-d the stereotypes so many of us work tirelessly
to combat. Humor like this gives us a carte blanche to
continue to p erpetuate ignorant and outdated inodes of
thinking.
Before you w rite me off as an angry feminist, «hut
first consider the tact th at 1 am a m an) think about what
wo i*d happen if you rewrote the article attacking ,j par
ticular ethnic group, Do you think that nothing would
happen, th a t no one would be offended? I m sure you
would immediately pul a stop to it b it you feel th a t in
artick th a t objectifies women an d ¡stereotype s lesbians is
line', apparently.
Oh. and please continue to use the word “shit’* in your
P«*r«‘r O' mi if h a«, you want Tt dci »n’t n a tte r th at such
.i word is as offensive
‘nigger.’' “sp ic' “lag* or “chink.
Von r recent expose m t he definition of the word '‘¡due’’

■*:.*»

'.urv msigliiJitl c'-p('«:iull\ -met' no vahtuui w„ interviewed and you took the uninform ed opinions of
two skate-shop employees an d a psuedo-ioteilectuai as

gospf

■

Wi-m:yiii»lu: speech lets our society continue to ol>jec
tify women and treat them like property, m aking violence
against women pum is-ibii O r do you believe it’s okay
to it'll a woman that she's a slut, and that all a lesbian
really needs is a m an. but raping a woman is crossing thtline ? All of it comes from a belief that women are inferior
It was socially irresponsible lor The Montclarion te have
printed this.
Stop h ating women

have separate funding for athletics and
arts programs. A lot of kids could be so
much more active in school communities
if given a chance.”

ANTHONY
M A IN IE R O
Freshman

Administration

Sincerely,
11. Zigmund Aquino

President, WAVES -

: '

'

Peer Educator for l.GBT Out roach, Womens Center

more university
budget cuts in
the near future? What is our next step in
the war in Iraq?”

V1N GALLO
Year: Junior
Major.
C o m m u n ic a t io n s

“There is a s dbc-

101)?” ., .

_____
The Montclarion M ailbag Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will irot be
considered for publication. • Once received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content
and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number
or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month! • Submission deadline: Monday. 10:00 p.m. •
Letters may be submitted through e-mail to msuopinion@gmail.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor,
Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Montclair, NJ 07043.
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{May 21 *- «hate 20)

LAST M m u fE GROUP PLANS MAY SOON BE POSTPONED.
OVER THE NEXT TWO DAYS, TRUSTED FRIENDS W IU
REACT FROM STRONG EMOTION. CHALLENGE SOCIAL
LOYALTIES OR INTRODUCE UNEXPECTED DELAYS. FAMILY
OR ROMANTIC OBLIGATIONS MAY BE AN UNDERLYING
THEME REMAIN CHEERFUL AND WATT FOR CLARITY
BEFORE TAKING RISKS

EARLY THIS WEEK, AN OLDER RELATIVE OR CIOSE
FRIEND M AY REVEAL PRIVATE ROMANTIC DOUBTS
OR DEEP FEELINGS OF ISOLATION. LONG-TERM RELA
TIONSHIPS WILL NOW DEMAND OPEN DEBATE AND
COMPIFX SOCIAL PLANNING AT PRESENT, LOVED

ip» C a p ric o rn M

41 C a n c e r ►€

ONES MAY BE DISTRUSTFUL OF IMPORTANT PROMISES

(December 21 - January 1*J)
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(.January 2U February 17»

A CLOSE FRIEND WILL THIS WEEK REVEAL AMBITIOUS
BUSINESS FLANS OR LIFE GOALS WORK PARTNERSHIPS
OPERATED BUSINESSES OR PROPERTY DEVELOP
MFNT MAY BE A KEY CONCERN. NEW PROPOSALS WILL
PROGRESS SLOWLY BUT EVENTUALLY PROVE REWARD
IN G PROVIDE DETAILED ADVICE; YOUR EXPERIENCE W IU
HELP INSPIRE FRESH IDEAS.

Äp&fftmriHese

Libra
■'September 'I'l October 2'2:

H

FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS AND LARGE PURCHASES W i l l
THIS WEEK REQUIRE YOUR FULL ATTENTION AITFF?
TUESDAY YOUNGER RELATIVES OR ROOMMATES MAY
ASK FOR SPECIAL PERMISSIONS, BOLDLY EXPRESS NEV
OPINIONS OR INTRODUCE REVISED DAILY ROUTINES. I
CAREFUL PUBLIC DISCUSSION WILL BRING THE D E S M
RESULTS
■

GENTLE FLIRTATION, LAST MINUTE INVITATIONS AND
REKINDLED SENSUALITY ARE NOW AN ONGOING THEME.
OVER THE NEXT TWO WEFK5. SOME LIBRANS WIIL
STEADILY EXPAND THEIR SOCIAL OR ROMANTIC COMMIT
MINTS ««COMMUNICATIONS OR EMOTIONAL ■
LNCES MAY REQUIRE DETAILED DISCUSSIONS

■

M T a u ru s M
¡April 20 - May 20>

■

OVER THE NEXT FEW DAYS. SOCIAL INVITATIONS MAY E
PRIVATELY REVISFD OR QUIETLY CANCELLED THIS WEE|
A CLOSE FRIEND MAY NEED EXTRA TIME FOR IMP0R1AN
FAMILY DECISIONS OR BUSINESS CHOICFS REMAIN ■
LOMATIC AND WATCH FOR SUBTLE BREAKTHROUS
LOAN APPUCAT10NS MAY NOW CONTAIN U N H F U ||
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YOUNGER FRIENDS OR RELATIVES MAY THIS WEEK ASK
FOR INCREASED DISCUSSION IN THE HOME DAILY FAM
ILY DECISIONS OR SOCIAL ACTIVITIES W ill BE AFFECTED
QUICKLY 5ETTIE Al L OUTSTANDING DISPUTES, A Cl FAR
UNDERSTANDING OF EXPECTATIONS. RULES AND BOUNDARIES M AY BE NEEDED.

g y :
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MONDAY THROUGH WEDNESDAY MONEY PROPOSALS
AND CAREER STRATEGIES ARE PROMISING BUT UNRELI
ABLE. EXPECT LOVED ONES TO TAKE ON MORE FINANCIAL
OR BUSINES5 RESPONSIBILITY THAN IS WARRANTED.
DISCUSS ALTERNATIVE PLANS AND FSTA8USH FIRM DEAD
LINES. CLOSE RELATIVES AND ROMANTIC PARTNERS W IU
RESPOND POSITIVELY TO SUGGl STION LATER HIS WEEK
A PAST ROMANTIC ATTRACTION MAY REOCCUR

*4. A rie s

m m vrn,
n

(August 22 - September 21)

■
‘Februarv 1* - March IPi
BUSINESS MANAGERS MAY THIS WEEK REVERSE RECENT
OBLIGATIONS OR RULES AREAS AFFECTED ARE TIME
SCHEDULES, PAYMENT ROUTINES OR WORKPLACE
SENIORITY. WAIT, HOWEVER, FOR ADDED INFORMATION
OR POLICY CHANGES TO ARRIVE. IN THE COMING WEEKS,
COMPLEX STRATEGIES MAY BE REVEALED BY CORPORATE
-LADERS LEGAL STANDARDS ARE A KEY INFLUENCE.
STAY ALERT
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(July 22 - August 21 1

LOVERS AND LONG-TERM FRIENDS ARE
TO NEW SUGGESTIONS SHARED EXPENSEs T p ROPFrH
NVESTMENT S OR RELOCATION MAY BE A PRIME CON
CERN ASK PROBING QUESTIONS AND EXPECT DETAILED
ANSWERS; REVISED SOCIAL OR ROMANTIC AGREEMENTS
MAY OFFER SURPRISING BREAKTHROUGHS CAREFULLY
STUDY ALL SERIOUS PROPOSALS

A *n?& tíou¿

sät

FAMILY MEMBERS MAY THIS WEEK BE UNUSUALLY IRRI
TABLE CONCERNING PROPOSED 10B IMPROVEMENTS OR
LAST MINUTE BUSINESS CANCELLATIONS. BEFORE MID
WEEK. PRIVATE HOME EVENTS AND FAMILIAR ACTIVI
TIES WILL ENCOURAGE OPTIMISM AND STABILITY. AFTER
WEDNESDAY, CREATIVE IDEAS BECOME A TOP PRIORITY.

$k A q u a r iu s *h

goy$

I wwm
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(June 21 July 21

PHYSICAL VITALITY AND SOCIAL OPTIMISM ARE NOW
HIGH. OVER THE NEXT FEW DAYS. M AN Y CAPRICORNS
WILL EXPERIENCE A RETURN TO YESTERDAY'S IDEALS OR
ATTITUDES. ROMANTIC ATTRACTION M AY BE DIFFICULT
TO RESIST^ WATCH FOR POTENTIAL LOVERS OR NEW
FRIENDS TO OPENLY COMPETE FOR YOUR ATTENTION
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• November 2.2006
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1November 22 - December 20j

■.March 20
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Eats flies. Dates a pig. Hollywood star.

LIVIYOUIMUMS
“Yeah, dis is Victoria. No, we ain’t got no more
of da Evening in Bermuda in a size 8.
Fergit it Oh, yeah? Well, bite me!”

Pass It On.
)

w.

THE F O U N D A T I O N Li! A I E T T E R LIFE
www.forbetterlife.tirg

www.themontclarion.org
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Crossword

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Unforeseen
obstacle
5 Insider's advice
8 Bear witness
14 Ice unit
15 Santa _ winds
16 Taken care of
17 Refrains
19 Reviewed
harshly
20 Permitted by law
21 Swiss rescue
breed
23 Click beetle
25 Pisa’s river
26 FDR or JFK
27 Coll, sports grp.
29 Distributors
34 NFL rushing
leader Smith
36 Bombeck and
others
37 Whimper
40 Preceding in
order
42 Well,
that
special
43 Blatant selfassurance
45 Birchbark boats
47 Poet Maya
49 Hero, briefly
50 Finder’s cry
53 Egyptian
goddess
55 v i de corps
57 Likings
62 Potting soil
63 Cheery
64 Midday
66 Frank of
“WKRP...”
67 NY gambling
parlor
68 Hunter or Connell
69 Mystery writers’
awards
70 One of Pooh’s
pals
71 Actress Sofer
1
2
3
4
5

1

2

3

6

‘
14
1
16

17

5
15

9

10

11

12

A C R O SS
1 Part of USM C
6 Church service
10 Trellis part
14 Separated
15 Reverberate
16 Had on
17 Extensive
18 Planetary
satellite
19 PC image
20 Come in second
21 Early meal
23 Devoured
25 Formal
appellations
26 Cat hair
29 Light brown
30 Broadcasts
31 Nick and Nora’s
pet
33 Backless sofa
38 Blackthorn
berries
40 Grass dwelling
41 Slithering
hisser
42 Civic maker
43 Hooked on
45 Narrow opening
46 Droop
48 Pays attention
50 Steady current
54 River mouth
55 Government
overthrow
57 Macaroni shape
61 Heavenly
bodies
62 Strip in the
Middle East
63 Flat surface
64 Capital on a
fjord
65 Leap on the ice
66 Twelfths of a
shilling
67 Haiku or ode
68 “West 1_ Story”
69 Sidled

13

8

’

16
1
22

20

19

■
23
24
26

27

■
28

1

■
34

30

»

31

32

33

36

35

■
37

38

40

39

41
43

44

47

■
46

45
48

50

49

58

59

55

54

60

52

56

1
62

61
63

51

■

■
53
57

42

■
65

64
67

66

68

69
1

70

_
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6 Motels'
predecessors
7 Fettucdne, e.g.
8 Poplar trees
9 Yellowish pink
10 Ken. neighbor
11 Sicilian resort
12 End of a spin?
13 Pitcher
Stottlemyre
18 Mr. T ’s outfit
22 Rome’s Celtic
conquests
24 Canadian cops
28 Electrical path
30 “Exodus” writer
31 911 call
respondent
32 Turned tail
33 Mach+ jet
34 Different
DOWN
35 Actress Carrera
Ascended
37 Econ. deg.
Ripe for marriage 38 Sea eagle
1980 FBI
39 Tail greeting
investigation
41 Black sheep
Catch on
44 Slip and slide
M ai__cocktail
46 Actor Buddy

1

"

11/2/06

Solutions
V N 3 y Oo » s y V 9 a 3
N V A 3
a1o »3NNo a
3 IN 1 1 N o o N 3 H X 1 T a
H 1 y V 3 s .3 X 1 X 3 d d V
1 1y d S 3 S 1S 1
V HV S n s n O1 3 9 NV
S 3 0 NV 0 S S V y g
1 N s 1 y O 1 y d T M 3 IN
X X i IN IN 3
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s y 3 n S s 1
0 0 V IN 3 a
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a 3 NN V d S N i VX S a V
o 1 N 3 3 S
V NV 3 a n 0
i S 3 1 X V1 d 1 X 0 V N s
48
50
51
52
54
56

Basketry willows
Hit the big time
Hired killer
Greek goddess
Madrid mister
Father of an
aristo

DOWN
1 Tent site
2 Iridescent gem
3 Hindu title
4 Put through
steps
5 Unbroken
series

57 French cleric
58 Walk heavily
59
________ -pong
60 Sicilian volcano
61 Buddhist sect
65 Seller’s $
equivocation

1

2

4

3

7
5

,0

8

6

11

12

13

35

36

37

58

59

60

9

14

15

,6

17
18
20
24

23
26

27

■

39

38
42

46
51

■

28

30

50

21

52

■
32

B

33

34

29

40
1
44

■

43

45

49

B

53

19

25

47

55

1
22

■

48

54

56

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

1
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6 Country club
requirement
7 O a k fru it

8 Loafer or
slipper
9 Musical
composition
10 Rapid
11 Homegrown
12 Got up
13 Hikers’ shelters
22 Sorts
24 Pekoe or
oolong
26 Launder
27 Hawaiian port
28 Pressing
device
29 Snitch
32 Wine cask
34 Connected for
use
35 Crooner Jerry
36 Related by
blood (to)
37 Court dividers
39 Starter course
44 Black gold
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47 Alphas’ ,
opposites
49 Treeless plain
50 News exclusive
51 Bulk of the
body
52 Moscow money
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53 England's '
Downs
54 Stunned
56 Cab
58 Gunshot
59 A single time
60 Unwanted growth
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Two Dudes

WE NORMALLY CAN’T F IR E
VOLUNTEERS, BUT WE’RE
MAKING AN EXCEPTIO N .
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THEN I GUESS I SHOULD TELL
YOU THAT YOU’RE A JERK AND
THAT N060DY HERE LIKES YOU

WRONG.
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Child Care Wanted
Babysitter wanted for a fun 13year-old boy in Upper Montclair.
Help with homework. Supervise
at home. 3 or 4 afternoons a
week 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Must drive. References please.
Call evenings: (973) 746-5051
Montclair. We are looking for
a live-in nanny Mon-Fri for our
toddler. Must have own car and
driver's license for transport to/
from day care 8 a.m.-3 p.m. 1
(days free for class, etc.)
Call: (973) 746-8075 or
(617)413-3250

Childcare needed, part-time for
two school-aged children. Car
necessary. Monday-Friday, 2:30
-5.30 p.m. 12-15 hours/week.
Call: (973) 687-1176
Childcare wanted for 3-yearold and 1-year-old in Upper
Montclair home, 3-5 weekday
afternoons from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Seeking caring, responsible, en
ergetic individual with refernces; non-smoking home.
Call: (917) 951-2529

Wanted: Imaginative and ex
perienced babysitter for week
end and/or weekday evenings.
Children 3 and 6. References
required.
Call: (973) 746-1859

Travel with STS to this year's top
10 Spring Break destinations!
Best deals guaranteed! Highest
rep commissions. Visit www.
ststravel.com or call 1-800-6484849. Great group discounts.

Sitter wanted in Montclair. 3
kids: 12,10. and 7. Some driving
to activities/sports practices.
Afternoons (2:30 start), flexible
schedule. Spanish a plus. Good
pay. Fun environment.
Call Amy: (973) 655-1603
or email: ALAEduc@comcast.net

Get the best job a college stu
dent can have! Looking for fun,
dependable people to entertain
at parties. Great pay plus tips.
Starts at $40.00 per half-hour.
Weekend work, no experience
necessary, free training. Must
have a car and internet access.
Call Bob: (973) 809-2933

Childcare needed for a stay-athome mom in Ridgewood, Seeks Responsible student, careful
driver for help with homework
help with her 3 sons (ages 2; 4,
6) for afternoons/flexible hours. and after-school activities for
Wanted: Mother's helper to
3 kids, 10 hours a week at $12/
Great pay. References and ex
babysit a 3-year-old girl and to
hour. Contact: Mr. Wilson (973)
perience with toddlers and/or
do some housework approx. 8-15 young children a must.
222-8898
hours/week. Flexible schedule,
Call Carrie: (201) 444-6180
good pay.
Responsible part-time babysitter
Call (973) 720-6910.
Childcare needed for a 5-year-old wanted to watch small children
in Glen Ridge home. Up to 24
boy on Thursdays from 12-5.
It Takes a Village....
hours per week, days and hours
Needed now - June '07. Must
We're two working moms who
flexible.
drive.
could use some help with our
Compensation of $12 per hour.
Call: (973) 509-1910
7-year-old twins Monday-FriReferences requested.
day, 3-6 p.m., plus an occasional
Please call Diana: (973) 746-1645
Babysitting for sweet 9-monthFriday night.The person needs
old boy in Upper Montclair
to have own car. We live a mile
home. 2 to 4 weekdays per
Help Wanted
from Montclair State University.
month - any day O.K. (Fridays
The salary is very competitive.
preferred) from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Interested?
Sitters Wanted. Average $10 per
Good references, CPR and expe
Call: Theresa or Susan at
hour. Baby-sitting, house-sitting,
rience with babies.
(973) 783-0377
and pet-sitting. Register free for
E-mail: eekashmere@hotmail.
jobs near campus or home and
com
start earning extra cash now!
www.student-sitters.com
Egg Donors Wanted: Established
Donor Program seeks loving,
healthy women, 21-33, to donate
eggs to infertile couples. Nonsmokers only. Generous compen
sation! Call or e-mail for more
inform ation contact:
Call: 1-(888) 363-9457
E-mail: info@reproductivelawer.
com
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Paid Marketing Interns & Stu
dent Workers needed at growing
Online Travel Company located
in office complex adjacent to
MSU campus.
Call Lea Nielsen: 973-256-3234
x7113
Health & Fitness Club in Upper
Montclair looking for front desk
help from 8 a.m.-6 p.m., part
time. Fax Resume/lnfo Letter
with days & time available.
Fax: (973) 233-0840 Attn: Tom
AQUARIUM CENTER: In need of
responsible individuals for freshwater/marine fish and coral-reef
husbandry. Great job for biology,
chemistry or w ildlife majors.
Interested candidates can view
www.absolutelyfish.com or call
(973)365-0200 for position de
scriptions.
Customer Service: Are you look
ing for extra cash? Positions
flexible around school schedules.
National fundraising consulting
firm seeking part-time staff to
make follow-up calls on behalf
of prestigious, no-profit clients.
No cold calling. No experience
needed.
Call: (973) 575-6930
Email: richard@advantageconsul
ting.com

Are you a college student who is looking for:
V A paid internship opportunity that vwH

‘ A custom-desrgned learning cumcutum that
could earn you college credit?

stand out on a resume?
V A chance to gain experience with a
world-renowned company and gain trans
ferable skffls?

‘ An opportunity to meet people from
around the world, make lifelong friends,
and have kin?

A s a part o f the Disney College Program at the W alt Disney World9 Resort near Orlando, FL,
participants can experience an internship of a lifetime. Attend our upcoming presentation and dis
cover why the Disney College Program is an opportunity you just cant miss!

Montclair State University
Wednesday • November 1f 2006
12:30 pm & 5:00 pm
University Hall

TUTOR JOBS
upto $ 20/h r.
Math, English, Spanish,
Chem. & Physics Majors

Scheduling conflict? View our online E-Presentation
disneycoNegeprograni.com/epresentation

■
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■Dream it. Do it Disney;.

Must have at least a 3.50/4.0 GPA in your major.
Send resume & transcript to:
Private Tutor, Inc.
345 Rt. 17 South
Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458
___________ !________________________________________

www.themontclarion.org
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The Editors Picks

Men’s Soccer Makes
it to NJAC Finals

'

M IK E

BO BBY

A ssistant Sports Editor

Sports Editor

Atlanta over D etroit

Atlanta over D etroit

S ix R e d H a w k P la y ers N a m e d to A ll-C o n fe re n c e T e a m

B altim ore over Cincinnati jM ■Cincinnati over B altim ore

Bobby Melok
Sports Editor

3 B uffalo over Green Bay

Montclair State University’s men’s soccer
team has been on a roll since their season
started in September. Aside from one small
bump in the road, the team has stayed
on track to capture their first New Jersey
Athletic Conference (NJAC) Championship
since 1989. Their last stop before the championship match was a semifinal match against
the Kean Cougars at home on Tuesday
night..
The Red Hawks played like they have all

team.
Earlier this week, the NJAC announ i
B
their selections for the All-NJAC Team.
team is comprised of the best players at
positions in the conference, based on tl
play during the regular season. Six f
Montclair State’s players were chosen for 1 8
honor.
Three Red Hawk seniors were selected r
the First Team. Captains Morgan, Ant s
and Todd Tumelty all contributed a gi t
deal to the Red Hawks’ amazing season.

GreeryBay
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N.Y. G iants over Houston •*“
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Chicago -over

C h ic a ^ n p h Miami

New Orleans over Tampa Bay N ew Orleans over Tam pa B ay
J a ck so n v ille over Tennessee. Jack son ville over TMMiessee
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helped anchor the solid Red Hawk defense.

San Diego oviri^rivBLnd

1

Denver over PlttatoilpfoL
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® Monday Night

| plonday Night
¡Seattle over Oakland

\

S ea ttle over Oakland

S

Upset Pick

to the Red Hawk defense.

a Kansas City over S t. L ouis
Q
s

|
1

courtesy of Sports Information

Ryan Morgan made First Team All-NJAC, and
is second on the Red Hawks in goals.

Overall Record

Upset Pick

Overall Record Upset Pick

6 1 -3 7
( .6 2 2 )
Last W eek

2 -5
Games Back

5 9 -3 9
( .6 0 2 )
Last W eek

6 -7
season and reserved their place in the finals
with a 3-0 victory. By holding Kean score
less, Montclair goaltender Nick Mele picked
up his seventh shutout of the season.
Senior captain Ryan Morgan scored the
winning goal unassisted in the 22nd minute
of play. The Red Hawks’ score was boosted
by goals from Tyler M asterson and Bill
Anthes.
Masterson, a sophomore, scored in the
76th minute with an assist from team 
mate Joseph Cullen. Anthes followed up on

Masterson’s effort with a goal of his own 30
seconds later.
With the win, men’s soccer moves on
to face New Jersey City University on
Friday night at Sprague Field for the NJAC
Championship and an automatic bid to the
NCAA Tournament, which begins next
week.
That is not all th at the team has to be

- 0

5 -8

( .3 8 5 )

1 -6
Games Back
- 2
Hom e team in bold

Baseball a Hot Topic
at Yogi Berra Museum
W o m e n a n d A frica n -A m erica n R o les in P re -1 9 5 0 s B aseb all
Mike Johnson
Assistant Sports Editor

Bill Anthes was given the Logar Leadership
Award for his actions on the field.

Coach Brian Sentowski was named 2006
NJAC Coach of the Year.

( .4 6 2 )

*

courtesy of Sports Information

courtesy of Sports Information

Upset Pick
W ashington over Dallas

given the 2006 Coach of the Year award.
Sentowski led the team to the first perfect
NJAC season in seven years, going 9-0, and
taking the team to their first final in 16
years.
Though they are well-decorated right
now, the men’s soccer team remains hungry
for more. They are looking to bring some
hardware back to Montclair. Over the years,
Montclair State has proven to be a challenge,
as we have a 38-7-4 record against the Gothic
Knights.
They hold a 3-1 victory over NJCU this
season, which came on Oct. 14 at home.
Anthes had two unassisted goals in the
game and Tumelty had the game winning
goal. Mele allowed one goal and stopped four
shots.
The game was fast-paced and hard-hit
ting, so you should expect more of the same
action when the team s h it Sprague Field this
Friday night at 7 p.m to decide whose season
will continue, and whose may come to an end.
History may be made th at night. Will you be
there?

On Thursday, Oct. 26, the second part
of a three-part discussion hosted by the
New Jersey Council For The Humanities
took place at The Yogi Berra Museum and
Learning Center. The sport of baseball itself
was dissected and looked at under a micro
scope.
A long discussion of two movies every
baseball fan should see aroused much
thought and debate about the foundation of
the game. The first was A League o f Their
Own, a comedy/drama about a women’s base
ball league th at was formed during World
War II to fill in for the boys who went to fight
in Europe, starring Tom Hanks and Geena
Davis, among others. The other was a much
lesser-known movie titled The Bingo Long
All-Stars and Motor Kings. This story was
about a team of black baseball players taking
place in 1939, years before baseball allowed
black players to participate in professional
baseball, starring James Earl Jones and a
very young Richard Pryor.
Before attending this meeting, I never
heard of Bingo Long, therefore, I could not
have had predetermined thoughts about the
movie, but in my opinion, A League o f Their
Own had always been about a bunch of girls
who had fun one summer and grew closer to
one another while entertaining the country.

I couldn’t have been more wrong.
The feet th at these women wore skirts,
did splits (Dottie did one at home plate to
gain the attention of a magazine reporter
and photographer) and offered promotions
like a free kiss if you catch a foul ball showed
the things these girls had to do ju st to gain
the respect of the fans.
These were the same things the Negro
Barnstorm ing team had to do to gain the
respect of the white opponents and fens.
They, like the women, had a natural talent
for the game, but were undermined because
of their inferiority. The Bingo Long All-Stars
did things like ripping their pants on pur
pose and exposing their underwear to get a
laugh out of the fans were all p art of the very
same “clown act” the women had to put on.
In the end, both movies concluded with
the underdog coming though in the end, and
especially the hero coming through just in
the nick of time. Dottie, the star catcher for
the favored team , almost doesn’t play the
game, but decides to play and is very crucial
in her team ’s loss, and Bingo Long, star of the
underdog Negro team , was kidnapped and
almost misses the game, but comes through
in the end and lifts his team past the favored
white team.
If you do decide to watch these movies, I
suggest you look at the underlying messages
rather than the comical aspect and you’ll see
a completely different movie.
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Red Hawks Have High Hopes for NCAAs
Both M en’s and Women’s Soccer Aim High and Look to Go Far in NCAA Tournament Next Week
B obby M elok

Men’s soccer has not qualified for the those 17 wins, they had a perfect conference
NCAA tournam ent since 1998,
record of 9-0. They were led by
but they look more than
^
B
i
l
l
Anthes, who is 30th
ready show how
in Division
for
There is no doubt th at both Red Hawk
points per game
soccer team s have put together impressive
seasons. They each earned first-round byes
Anthes
in their respective NJAC tournam ents, put
also
ting them one step closer to the conference
championship. Despite the accolades that
come with the NJAC championship, there is
still one stage much larger th at men’s and
women’s soccer have a chance to compete on.
The NCAA tournam ent, no m atter what
division your school plays in, is the biggest
stage in college athletics. The best team s
are selected from across the country to play
to determine who the best team s in the
United States are. The Division III soccer
tournam ents are the largest of the three divi
sions and begin next Wednesday. To play in
the 57-team tournam ent, you have to make
it in by one of three ways. 36 team s receive
automatic bids for winning their conference
championship. Teams not in a conference
or in a conference th at does not qualify for
an automatic bid are placed into a pool from years.
which four team s are selected. The team s The Red
ranked
left over from th at pool, plus all the other H a w k s
19th in Dteam s, are placed into another pool, from sta rte d
off
3 for goals per
which the final 17 team s are chosen. They their season with
game; averaging
will announce the tournam ent brackets this an incredible 11-game
0.94. The Red Hawk
Monday between 8 and 10 a.m. Montclair winning streak. After dropping
defense played a great p art in
State University’s men’s and women’s soccer their only loss of the season to Rhode Island the team ’s success this year as well, led
team s present a great case for the tourna College, they went on to win their final six by goaltender Nick Mele, who had seven
ment.
games of the season. During the course of shutouts during the season. Six members
Sports Editor

of the team were selected to the NJAC
All-Conference team , head coach Brian
Sentowski was named NJAC Coach of the
Year and Bill Anthes was given the David
Logar Leadership Award. As of Wednesday,
the Red Hawks are ranked 13th in the
NSCAA national poll and second in the
NCAA M etropolitan region, behind only
NYU. MSU has a chance to lock up an
automatic bid should they win the NJAC
championship on Friday.
Women’s soccer is right up there with the
men in term s of success. They compiled a
12-5-2, going 6-1-2 in NJAC play. Natalia
Sisti contributed 16 goals in her first season
as a Red Hawk. Also helping the Lady Red
Hawks’ cause were Kelly Dutko, who led the
team with eight assists, and others, such as
Dara Nalven and Jennifer Kelleher, among
others. Defense was the key for the ladies
as well, especially goalkeeping. K ristin
Kuhmann put up a brick wall in front of the
Montclair State net. Of the team’s 12 wins,
10 of those were shutouts. Kuhmann also
made 150 saves during the season. The Lady
Red Hawks are not ranked in the NSCAA
national poll, but currently sit in fifth place
in the NCAA Mid-Atlantic region. If they do
not get the NJAC’s automatic bid, they have
a good shot at making the NCAA’s, but it may
be a close call with the selection committee.
Both soccer team s have shone this fall.
Now, they have the chance to tu rn their
light on the rest of the country and show
them what New Jersey has known since
September: for MSU, the sky is the limit.

Red Hawks Split
V olleyball B e a ts A rcadia, F a lls to E a s te r n C o n n e c tic u t
R obert A itken

Sports Writer

The Montclair State University volleyball
team split a tri-m eet against Arcadia and
Eastern Connecticut. Serving proved crucial
to the Red Hawks in both matches.
In game one against Arcadia, the pressure
was kept on Arcadia the entire time, thanks
to serves by a number of players, including
sophomore Sam antha Karpinski and fresh
man Sara Sirag, who both had service aces.
Montclair took game one, 30-11. Game two
was a difficult game for the Red Hawks.
After trailing for most of the game, a key
rally late in the game led by freshm an Raisa
Silva helped Montclair prevail, 30-25. Game
three tinned into a nail biter for Montclair.
Montclair jumped out to an early 8-4 lead,
keyed by three aces by three different serv
ers: junior Elyse Grywalski and freshmen
Christine Toskovich and Meghan Stevens.
After Arcadia took back the lead at 12-11,
both teams exchanged leads, with neither
team leading by more than two points. Kills
by senior Heather Aciz and freshman Anna
Chesnakova killed late rallies by Arcadia.
Montclair pulled out the 33-31 victory and
took the match three games to none.
“When we serve, it is really im portant,
because each serve th at we miss gives the
other team an easy point,” said Aciz. “Then,
we have to come back and earn th at point
th at we ju st gave away. Serving is a very big
part of the game. If you look at all the points
team s throw away in serving alone, it could
cost them the entire game.”
Eastern Connecticut was next, and serv
ing would prove vital to the Red Hawks once
again. Game one showed th at this would not
be an easy win for either team. After trailing

as much as seven to the W arriors, Montclair
stormed back to w ithin one. ECU had to talk
it over, and came out of the timeout to put
together one of the better volleys ever seen. A
diving Stevens could not keep the great vol
ley going and the point went to the Warriors.
The Red Hawks lost game one, 31-29, but
were not about to ju st give up.
Game two showed Montclair enjoying
an early 4-2 lead, only to be overwhelmed
by Eastern Connecticut’s huge lead th at
peaked at 11. The final score of game two
was 30-19 and left ECU one game away from
yet another win. Game three completed the
sweep for the Warriors. The Red Hawks had
many opportunities wasted at the end, fail
ing to get a point with six straight servers.
This lack of production stretched a tie score
of 14-14 into a six point deficit at 27-21. Game
three ended as a 30-22 victory for Eastern
Connecticut and gave Montclair a respect
able 1-1 record from the day.
“Well, I think we played extremely well
against, both of the teams,” said Aciz. “Since
our season is coming to a close, we are start
ing to bond and play better together a lot
more. It takes a while to get used to each
other and we’re finally starting to feel more
comfortable and confident with each other.”
The Red Hawks split two more non
conference games the following weekend to
finish their season before the NJAC tourna
ment, where they will meet Richard Stockton
in the semifinals.
“We didn’t beat all the team s out of our
conference th at we wanted to, but the ones
th at we did felt rewarding,” said Chesnekova.
We were underdogs this season. No one real
ly expected us to win much, but every time
we did, we proved someone in our conference
wrong.”
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NICK M ill
Goalkeeper

MARK GONH5UARO j||
Goalkeeper

Mele posted a shutout against Kean. He
held the Cougars scoreless on eight shots
and led the Red Hawks to an 18-1 season,
9-0 NJAC record and the NJAC Champion
ship game on Friday.

Conigliaro allowed seven goals on 43
shots in MSU's loss to Stony Brook. The
Red Hawks are currently 4-5-1 for the
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season.
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CORNELL HUNT
Linebacker
Hunt was the major factor in MSU's
upset over No. 7-ranked Rowan. He had
14 total tackles, 10 o f which were solo
tackles, four assisted tackles and the
interception in overtime that sealed the
win for the Red Hawks.

—
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■has played in every gam e this |
for the Red Hawks, but has
accumulated only four points and has
racked up a team-leading 28 penalty
minutes.
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MICHAEL JUMP ■
FRED CARTER (R)

MSU SWIMMING
TEAM

Quarterback
Wide Receiver
Jump connected for TDs
with Carter not once, but
twice, in MSU's win over
Rowan on Saturday, induding a

The Swimming and Diving
team lost both M en ’s and
rari
Women's meets to TCNJ.
it was the first loss of the
season for both teams.
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RED HAWK
TRIVIA
W hich current coach (minimum o f three complete seasons)
has the highest career-winning percentage at MSU?

F riday, N o v e m b e r 3, 2006
S p ra g u e F ie ld , 7:00 p .m .

3keti

2

toïtô

_________

LAST EDITION’S QUESTION

Which NFL franchise o f all-time has had the
most Red Hawks on its roster?

18-1 (9-0 NJAC)

ANSWER TO LAST EDITION’S QUESTION
The Philadelphia Eagles lead all NFL teams by having had
four Red Hawks all-time on their roster.

# 0 tl)tc liiu g ljts

HAVE A GOOD RED HAWK TRIVIA
SEND |T TO
YOUR QUESTION COULD BE PRINTED NEXT

15-4-2 (5-3-1 NJAC)
F o o tb a ll
NJAC

F ie ld H ockey
Overall

NJAC

SUNY Cortland
Rowan
Kean

6-0
4-1
3-2

8-0
5-2
5-3

TCNJ
Rowan

MSU

3-2

5-3

Western Conn.
TCNJ
W illiam Paterson
Buffalo State

2-3
1-4
1-4
1-5

5-3
3-5
1-7
2-6

This W e e k

S o cce r (Men's)

Overall

NJAC

5-0

15-2

MSU

MSU

4-1
4-2

13-5
13-3

W illiam Paterson
Richard Stockton
Kean
Ramapo

3-3
2-3
1-4
0-6

12-6
7-10
9-6
6-10

Rutgers-Camden
NJCU
Kean
Richard Stockton
Rowan
TCNJ
Ramapo
W illiam Paterson
Rutgers-Newark

9-0
,5-2-2
5-3-1
4-3-2
4-4-1
4-4-1
4-5
3-5-1
3-6
0-9

Soccer (Women's)

Overall

NJAC

Overall

18-1

TCNJ

8-0-1

13-1-2

10-4-6
15-4-2
9-7-5
13-5-1
10-8-2
7-8-1
10-6-1
7-9-1
5-11-1

MSU

6-1-2

12-5-2

Richard Stockton
Rowan
Kean
W illiam Paterson
Rutgers-Camden
Rutgers-Newark
Ramapo
NJCU

6-2-1
5-2-2
5-3-1
4-4-1
3-6
2-7
2-7
0-9

15-4-2
13-3-2
12-3-2
8-7-2
10-8-1
6-13
8-9-2
3-15

This W e e k

Sat vs. William Paterson 1 p.m.

Wed vs. Mount Holyoke 7:30 p.m.
(@ Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.)

This W eek
Fri vs. NJCU 7 p.m .
(NJAC Championship Game)

This W e e k
Sat @ TCNJ 2:00 p.m .
(NJAC Championship Game)

Last Week's Results
10/21 - MSU 3, Cortland 41
10/28 - MSU 27, Rowan 20

.Last Week's Results
10/23 - MSU 3, Eastern 2 (PS)
10/25 - MSU 7, Richard Stockton 0
10/30 - MSU 5, Drew 0

Last Week's Results
10/21 - MSU 1, Richard Stockton 0
10/25 - M SU 1, Ramapo 0
10/31 - MSU 3, Kean 0

Last Week's Results
10/22 - M SU 0, NYU 1
10/25 - MSU 3, Ramapo 0
11/1 - M SU 1, Stockton 1 (3-1 PK)

Soccer on the Bubble?

Red Hawks Split Matches In Volleyball

P g . 26
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Red Hawks Survive Overtime Shootout with Stockton
W o m e n ’s S o c c e r W in s W ild O n e , K a m in sk i S h o o ts W in n in g P e n a lty K ic k t A d v a n c e to N J A C C h a m p io n s h ip
B obby M elo k

Sports Editor

Wednesday night’s NJAC
semifinal women’s soccer match
between the Ospreys of Richard
Stockton
and the Red
S T O C K T O ^I
______________ Hawks
of
M ontclair
S

t

a

t

e

University came down to the most
exciting play in soccer, the shoot
out.
After leading for most of the
game, thé Lady Red Hawks found
themselves in a precarious posi
tion. They had led for most of the
game, but a goal late in the second
half tied the game at one. The
game had been long and rough.
After two overtimes, the players
had been on the field for 110 min
utes, trading hard shots and tack
les.
The team s chose th e ir. best
shooters for this best-of-five series
th at would determine who moves
on to the NJAC championship
game this Saturday. Going into the
shootout, Red Hawk goalie K ristin

Kuh mann
to play another
described her
day. If not, their
self as “a little
season may have
nervous,” but
she “knew my
been over. What
goes through a
team
could
come through
player’s mind in a
situation like this?
on
penalty
Kaminski said, “I
kicks.”
knew I was going
The first
to make it in. I
shooter
for
thought positive.”
th e ' Ospreys
T hat positive
m issed
the
thinking-paid off,
goal by a wide
as her shot flew,
margin. Next,
past the Stockton
captain Kelly
goaltender, win
Dutko found
ning the game for
the back of
Antonio Dl Benedetto
M ontclair State
the net to put
score
3-1 and sending
MSU ahead Senior captain Kelly Dutko sends a header towards the Osprey goal in
the Lady Red Hawks’ NJAC semifinal victory.
them to the cham
1-0.
Red
pionship game.
Hawk goal
It was Kaminski who got the
ie Kuhm ann blocked the next to 2-1 in favor of the Red Hawks.
Stockton shot with ease, keeping The Ospreys’ next shooter kicked Red ‘ Hawks going, scoring the
the ball high over the net, which team ’s only goal during regulation
Montclair State up.
The score remained the same put Montclair State in a position time. “The ball went over everyone,
I jumped up and got my body into it,
after Angela M artone’s shot was to win.
Freshm an defender L ara and it went in,” she said.
blocked by the Osprey goaltender.
After th at goal, the intensity
Richard Stockton tied the score at Kaminski stepped to the ball with
one when their third kicker scored. the weight of the world on her of the game picked up tenfold.
Senior Dara Nalven retaliated by shoulders. If she made the goal, Kuhmann was turning shots away
putting in a goal to bring the the Lady Red Hawks would five left and right, which visibly frus

trated the opposition on several
occasions. Stockton’s anger came
to an apex when one of their play
ers collided with Kuhmann during
a save attempt.
The two criss-crossed as they
h it the tu rf of Sprague Field. “We
both came out, and she hit me with
her cleats,” said the Red Hawk goaltender. However, it was what hap
pened next th at changed the tenipo
of the game. When the Stockton
player came up, she threw a punch
at the downed Kuhmann, striking
her in the back. That earned her a
red card and an automatic ejection,
leaving the Ospreys to play one
woman short.
Despite playing shorthanded,
Richard Stockton managed to score
a goal with 8:39 left in regulation to
force overtime.
With their win on Wednesday,
the Red Hawks now find them
selves in a fam iliar situation. For
the fourth time in the past five
years, MSU will face TCNJ in the
finals. The last time they met
was in 2004, where the Lady Red
Hawks won their last NJAC title.
The match takes place Saturday at
2 p.m. at Lions’ Stadium.

MSU Football Surprises Number 7 Rowan Profs
M c C o a c h S co res O v e rtim e T o u c h d o w n , H u n t C o n trib u te s 14 T a c k le s a n d I n te r c e p tio n to S to p R o w a n
Junior running back Ryan
McCoach scored from three yards
on M ontclair State University’s
first possesM SU

27

tim e,
and
linebacker
Cornell Hunt
intercepted a pass on Rowan’s
third play from scrimmage in the
period as the Red Hawks scored
the final 17 points and shocked
the No. 7 Profs, 27-20, in a New
Jersey Athletic Conference foot
ball matchup at Sprague Field on
Saturday afternoon.
Senior placekicker Vin Doffont
connected from 43 yards out with
nine seconds left to force the extra
period as Montclair State snapped
its two-game losing streak and
improved to 5-3 overall, 3-2 in the
NJAC. Junior Mike Ajadi blocked
two extra points and a punt for
MSU, which defeated Rowan for
just the third time in the last seven
meetings and first time at home
since 2000.
Senior quarterback Mike Orihel
threw for 178 yards and three
touchdowns for Rowan, which fell
to 5-2 overall and 4-1 in the NJAC.

The Profs also fell to 21-25 against
Montclair State all time.
In the overtime, Rowan won the
toss and elected to play defense,
giving the Red Hawks the first
possession. Michael Jump h it Fred
C arter for 11 yards to the Rowan
16 and McCoach converted a 3rdand-1, and then added 11 more
and another first down as MSU
moved the ball to the three. After
an incompletion, McCoach drove
through the nation’s No. 3 rushing
defense for the touchdown and a
27-20 lead.
Rowan took possession and
Vincent G rafftried an end-around
option pass th at was thw arted by
lineman Andrew Ackerman for a
sack. Orihel then h it Will Barnes
for a three-yard gain, but on the
next play, Hunt stepped in front of
pass over the middle to clinch the
game and send the MSU sideline
into a frenzy.
The Profs had a chance to
increase the lead late in the fourth
quarter; however, Rowan could not
capitalize on an opportunity after
Montclair State fumbled away a
punt return with 4:18 to play. With
the ball at the MSU 45, Orihel

converted a third down with an
11-yard completion and John
Impagliazzo rushed 19 yards to
the MSU 10. The drive stalled and
M atias Spahn came on to attem pt
a 36-yard field goal. However, the
Profs gambled on a fake and holder

courtesy of Sports Information

McCoach scored the game-win
ning touchdown against Rowan.

Sal Calacirua was taken down for
a 12-yard loss, giving the ball back
to Montclair.
The Red Hawks then moved 43
yards, aided by two Rowan pass
interference penalties. In between

the flags, Jump h it A.J. Leittizia
on a 10-yard completion. After the
second foul, Jump found C arter for
14 yards to the Rowan 26 and with
the clock ticking inside 20 seconds,
Montclair got up to the line and
spiked the ball with 15 left. Doffont
then came on and connected on his
43-yarder into a slight wind to tie
the game at 20-20.
Rowan took a 6-0 lead in the first
quarter as Orihel h it Jim Migliore
on a 41-yard touchdown toss with
11:25 to play. Ajadi would block the
extra point as the Profs held on to
the six-point lead into the second.
Montclair State would take the lead
with 10:39 left as Jump connected
with C arter on a 78-yard catch
and ru n for a 7-6 MSU advantage.
Rowan then responded with their
80-yard drive capped off by Orihel’s
second TD pass - a 54-yard one to
Migliore down the sideline. MSU
cut the lead back to 14-10 before
the half as McCoach accounted for
34 yards on the ground to set up
Doffont’s 41-yard field goal with
1:11 before halftime.
In the second half, the Profs
took the opening kickoff and went
65 yards to build a 20-10 lead as

V isit w w w .m on tclair.ed u/ath letics.h tm l fo r m ore in fo rm a tio n

Orihel found Emory Lester down
the right sideline for a 45-yard
touchdown with 12:31 to play in
the third. Ajadi would again come
through, getting a piece of the extra
point attem pt th at sailed wide
keeping the m argin at 10. Late in
the period, the Red Hawks were
backed up to their own nine, but
went on a 91-yard drive to trim the
lead to 20-17. Jump h it C arter for
16 yards on 3rd-and-9 to keep the
drive going and a 19-yard catch
by Jeff Papcun brought the ball
to the Rowan 40. Two plays later,
Jump found Brandon Fronjian for a
32-yard strike to the Rowan eight.
Two plays later, Jump found C arter
on the right side for the touch
down.
McCoach finished with 80 yards
on 29 carries for MSU while C arter
had five receptions for 127 yards.
Jump made 14 of 33 passes, includ
ing eight of his last 11. Hunt fin
ished with 14 tackles on the day.
Red Hawk football hits the road
this weekend when they travel to
Wayne to take on the Pioneers of
William Paterson. Game time is 1
p.m. on Saturday.
courtesy of Sports Information
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